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20e Per cop olume 101 No. 30
More Snow Hits
West Kentucky
As another bout of winter weather hit
the western portion of Kentucky today
with four or more inches of snow
forecast by Wednesday morning by the
National Weather Service, schools in
both the city and the county were
closed.
This marks the third day classes have
been canceled in the Murray
Independent School System. Students
returned to school Friday and Monday
after getting a vacation Wednesday and,
Thursday because of last week's snow
and ice storm.
Meanwhile, Calloway County School
System students did not attend classes
today following a one-day return
Monday. County schools were closed
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday with
busses traveling only on passable roads
Monday.
A heavy snow warning was issued by
the NWS for western Kentucky..Central
and eastern portions of the state, were
placed under a travelers advisory, and
up to five inches of snow was expected
in those areas.
The NWS said that two fronts would
combine to produce the heavy snow. A
low pressure system was moving
toward western Kentucky early today,
after dumping snow in the Great Plains
states. Adding to Kentucky's miseries
was a second low pressure system, this
located in ,the Gulf States, that was
pushing moist air towards Kentucky
and the invading cold front.
Snow began over western Kentucky
about dawn and was forecast to move
steadily eastward across the state
during the day. Snow was expected to
dissipate to flurries tonight-in the west,
while central and eastern Kentucky
could expect snow overnight.
The NWS extended forecast calls for
little or no precipitation Thursday
through Friday. However, the extended
forecast calls only for temperatures in
the 30s through Saturday, with little
melting of snow during that period.
Schools in the Kentucky counties of
Bath, Clay, Graves, Hickman, Carlisle,
Ballard, Caldwell, Lyon, Marshall.
McCracken, Lawrence and Trigg were
closed today because of the inclimate
weather.
Other school closings included
Mayfield, Paducah, Paducah Com-




The deadline for filing federal income Las forms with the Internal Revenue
Service is more than two months away but now would be an excellent tune to
get a jump on the tax man.
With this thought in mind, The Murray Ledger & Times is today publishing
its annual "Tax Time" section — a guide to filing the income tax forms.
It's a good idea to start early to begin gathering together your forms,
receipts, etc., in preparation for filling out your retnrn for the 1979 Tax Year.
An early start may keep you from having to dig through stacks of receipts
and cancelled checks and pulling your hair out conic mid-April.
Information contained in this special section should be helpful as you
undertake the annual task. The information is supplied directly from the In-
ternal Revenue Service.
Gasohol To Be Sold
At Amoco Station
Beginning Feb. 12, gasohol will be
distributed at the Murray Amoco 
$Station on S. 12th Street, according to
Joe Belcher, local Amoco distributor. -
Belcher said he thinks it will be the
first major brand station in west
Kentucky to carry the mixture of 90
percent unleaded gasoline and 10
percent 200 proof denatured alcohol.
The alcohol raises the octane level of
the unleaded gasoline from 87 to 91,
Belcher said. He continued to say that
vehicles run more efficiently, with a
higher level of octane.
The alcohol is being purchased from
Archer, Daniels and Midland Alcohol of
Decatur, Ill.
-Arizaco-currently-sells-regular-gas- -
with an 89 octane level, unleaded
regular with an 87 level and unleaded
premium with a 93 level.
Belcher said he feels the use of
gasohol can help the country get away
from OPEC nations and aid area corn
producers. He sited that corn is a major
crop in west Kentucky and that 242
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Snow accumulations of four or
more inches before ending as
flurries tonight with lows in the
teens. Partly sunny Wednesday
with highs in the upper 20s. Winds
westerly to 15 mph. -
Extended Forecast
Little or no precipitation is
expected Thursday through
Saturday. Highs through the
odperi will heln the 30sth ,--Clows
In the teens to low 20s.
The gas distributor opened a gasohol
pump at a convenience food mart
station in Mayfield about a week ago.
He added customers have said their
cars run better and receive better
mileage.
Before deciding to open a gasohol
pump, Belcher said ha-checked with
several midwest Amoco dealers selling
the product and some there have been
no complaints about gasohol.
A shortage of alcohol has slowed
some gasohol production, Belcher said.
He added gasohol production could heln
farmers with the grain embargo
against the Soviet Union.
Belcher said he hopes people will try
.the-gasoissk;  andlb.





Rep. Louis DeFalalse, R-Fort Mit-
See ASSEMBLY
Page 14, Column 4
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The Joint
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee was expected to begin
scrutinizing the state Education
Department's budget requests today in
the first of a series of hearings to
determine how much money state
agencies will need in the next biennium.
Most of the action Monday was on the
floor, with the first bill to pass both
houses clearing the Kentucky Senate.
With no discussion, the Senate voted
35-0 to raise by $1,500 sheriffs' expense
allnwanert The measure, already
passed by the House, now goes to the
governor.
Meanwhile, the House voted 7047 to
approve a measure limiting the
lieutenant governor's authority to act
as governor when the governor is out of
state.
The measure defines "absent from
the state" as an absence that renders
the governor temporarily incapable of
performing an act that must be done
immediately.
In order to act as governor, the
lieutenant governor would have to
make a good faith effort to notify the
governor of the emergeecy and give
him or her lin opportunity to return to
SNOWSHAPES - New-fallen snow turned deserted playground equipment in
the Murray-Calloway County Park into pleasing geometric contrasts this morn-
ing. Weather Service forecasts of accumulations of four or more inches in the
area forced the cancellation of classes in both the Calloway County and the
Murray school systems today.
Staff.Photo By Gent McCutcheoo




Mark Etherton, speech coach at
Murray High School, has been selected
1980 Kentucky Speech Teacher of the
Year, according to Dr. Vernon Gantt,
chairman of the selection committee.
Etherton now becomes the state's
nominee for the Southern Speech
Teacher of the Year to be selected at
the annual meeting of the Southern
Speech Communication Association in
Birmingham, Ala., this spring.
Etherton, a 1971 graduate of Murray
High School, received a bachelor's
'degree in speech and history from
Murray State University in 1975 and a
master's degree in speech and theatre
from MSU in 1976.
He started an extracurricular
program with 10 students in.1976, the
year he began teaching. Last year,
more than 150 students participated in a
variety of programs in speech and
theatre. Students consistently display
the excellence of the program by
repeated success In regional, state and
national speech tournaments, ac-
cording to Gantt.
This year, the school's production of
"Dark of the Moon" at the Kentucky
Theatre Association annual meeting
was selected as best play and will
represent Kentucky at the Southeastern
Theatre Conference in Nashville this
March.
School officials, teaching peers,
students and parents supported
Etherton's nomination. Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey said, "Mark has
inspired students to set goals that were
often deemed unreal for a small system
where little emphasis had been placed
on the speech program."
A former student characterized
Etherton's philosophy by saying,
"What we do in forensics is not to defeat
an opponent, nor to win a prize, but to
emulate the best."
Gannt said the committee considered
five critena in selecting the honoree:
- The nominee has developed an
active program, rather than just
continued an inherited one.
- The nominee has been judged an
effective teacher by teaching peers and
superiors.
- The nominee has been judged an
effective teacher by the students.
- The nominee has generated
favorable publicity about the program.
- The nominee has evidenced a
dedication to the discipline.
- The nominee has taught less than
five years.
Dr. Bob Edmonds of Georgetown
College and Dr. James Pearse of
Western Kentucky University served
with Gantt. as a committee of the
Kentucky Association of Com-
munication Arts to select the Kentucky
Speech Teacher of the Year.
MSU Employees Aid City Economy
Employees of Murray State
University pumped almost $11.6 million
into the economy of Murray and
Calloway County during the 1978-79
fiscal year through their expenditures
for goods and services.
That estimate is listed among the
"direct benefits" of the university to
the community in a recent study by Dr.
Gilbert L. Mathis, professor of
economics at Murray State.
Entitled "The Economic Impact of
Murray State University on Murray
'Lights' Tickets Will
Be On Sale At Door
Tickets will be on sale at the door for
each performance of "Campus Lights,"
the annual student musical comedy
production at Murray State University
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evenings and Sunday afternoon.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman of
the Department of Music and faculty
adviser, said the sale of tickets will
begin at 7 p.m. for each evening per-
formance and at 1:30 p.m. Sunday.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. Thursday.
Fiiday and Sa .'kd 3p.m. Sunday
In Lovett Auditorrum.
Admission is $2 per person for the
Thursday performance and $3.50 per
person for the other performances.
Reichmuth said a number of good seats
are still available for the Thursday
show.
Tickets are also still available for the
reunion dinner Saturday evening for
members of the cast of the first show in
1938. Open to anyone who wishes to
attend, the dinner in the Old Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center is $5 per person.
Reservations for the dinner will be
accepted through Thursday or may be
made in advance for any performance
of "Campus Lights" by calling the
Department of Music office at 762-4288.
Written, directed, and performed by
a company of about 125 students, the
production this year is the 43rd since
the show was inaugurated. Proceeds go
into a scholarship fund for incoming
music studenta.
MHS Class To Give
'Huckleberry Finn'
The Murray High School Junior Class
will present the play, Huckleberry
Finn, on Saturday,. Feb. 9, at 8 p.m. in
the Murray Middle School auditorium
A special preview performance will
be presented for middle school students
on Friday.
The play will feature Eddie Rogers in
the title role of Huckleberry Finn,
David Coopeer as Tom Sawyer, and
Lynne Outlin' in Aunt Sally. Linda
Begley is the director.
The_public-ia invited to-attend tbe__.
Saturday night performance, according
to Lloyd Hasty, junior class sponsor.
Admission will be $2.50 for adults and
$1.50 for students.
and Calloway County," the study
concludes that 1,030 university em-
ployees spent an estimated $11,575,686
locally in 1978-79 for a variety of goods
and services.
Mathis divided university employees
into three categories - non-teaching
administrative personnel, faculty, and
non-administrative or non-teaching
employees ( primarily hourly wage
personnel) - in calculating his survey
data.
The number of employees and the
total estimated expenditure of each
group follows: 150 administrators,
$1,936,503; 390 faculty, $4,325,708; and
490 other staff members, $5,313,475.
Among the largest categories of
egpenditures were: rent or house
ptayments; food and beverages;
utilities and telephone; life insurance;
gasoline and oil; and clothing.
Based on the response to his survey,
Mathis estimated the average amount
spent by people in each group and the
total dollars expended by each group.
He listed these figures in his survey
tables:
Administrators - $2,628 average and
8394,254 total for rent or house
payments; $2,132 average and $319,824 -
total for food and beverages; $1,398
average and $209,830 total for utilities
and telephone; $860 average and
$129,078 total for life insurance; $818
average and $122,742 total for gasoline
and oil; and $617 average and $92,610
total for clothing.
Faculty - $2,257 average and
8880,308 total for rent or house
payments; $1,917 average and $759,658
, total for food and beverages; $1,216
average and $474,314 total for utilities
and telephone; $232 average and $90,839
total for life insurance; $717 average
and $279,724 total for gasoline and oil;
and $517 avekage and $201,708 total for
clothing.
Other staff members - $2,062
average and $1,010,419 total for rent or
house payments; $1,941 average and
$902,462 total for food and beverages;
$1,197 average and $586,746 total for
utilities and telephone; $395 average
and $193,805 total for life insurance;
$829 average and $4($,367 total for
gasoline and oil; and $538 average and
$263,777 total for clothing.
Among the other types of ex-
penditures included in the study are:
homeowners or renters insurance;
maintenance and other housing; soap,
'cosmetics and paper products; drugs
and medicine; auto repair and main-
tenance; auto insurance; household
appliances, etc.; sporting and
recreation equipment; doctors and
dentists; legal services; recreation;
hobbies; contributions; and gifts.
Tryouts End Tonight For
Community Theatre Play
Tonight is the final session of tryouts
for the Murray-Calloway 'County
Community Theatre's upcoming dinner
theatre production of Neil Simons's
"The Good Doctor."
The show is scheduled for March 20,
21 and 22 in celebration of the Corn-
iimeity- Theatre's third anniversary.
According to production assistant
Becky Wilson, no experience is
necessary to try out for one of the many
roles in the comedy. "This play is a
very funny series of stories with a cast
of five characters that range in age
from 18 to 80 plus. We may expand the
cast if we have another good turnout of
talented people," Ms. Wilson said. The
first session was held Monday night.
Auditions for "The Good Doctor" and
"The You Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet
Revue" will be held at 7 p.m. today in
the meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library.
Although roles in "The Good Doctor"
call for only actors and actresses,
theatre director Richard Valentine
said, "We will be needing singers,
dancers, musicians and comedians for
the revue that will be performed daring
dinner. Anyone interested in theatre in
Calloway County is welcome to attend
tonight," he continued.
Plans will be announced soon for a
major children's theatre production
and a series of classes for young people.
Recorded program informatfon is
available by calling 753-7511.
- • ilteDifTIONS as• Auditions i4374 the Community Theatze's producticavi Neil Samoa:* "Tag Good iSclor- onriertA a)
Monday night. Volunteers read from the scene entitled "The Sneeze." Reading are ifrorn left to right) Ben Moore, Bill
Phillips, Res Leys, Lewitt Bossing and Sharon Owens. Another session wW be held tonight beginning at 7 in the meeting
room of the Murray-Calloway County Library. For more information, call 753-7511.
'
•
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Happenings In Community
Tuesday, Feb. 5
The Spanish film, "Cria,"
will be shown at 1:30 p.m. and
7 p.m. at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. A speaker and
panel will be featured at the
evening showing. This is free
and open to the public.
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the club
house with Mrs. John Ruiz
giving the program.
Singles Class of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at 7 p.m. in the
church building.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
annual sweetheart dinner at
6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Faculty recital by Raymond
Conklin, trombone, and Marie
Taylor, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. This
is free and open to the public.
Classes in Small Engine
Repair. Auto Body Spot
_ Repair.. Woodworking, and
Accounting II will start at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Area
Vocational Education Center.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Dorothy with Mrs.
George Shoemaker at 10:30
a.m. and Bea Walker with
Mrs. G. T. Lilly at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Auditions for "The Good
Doctor" to be presented by the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre in March
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Chestnut St • 753 3314
Tuesday, Feb. 5
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Wednesday, Feb.
Concert by Kool and The
Gang will be held at 8 p.m. at
the Murray State University
Fieldhouse.
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly will serve meals at 12
noon at the Douglas Com-
munity Center. For reser-
vations call 753-8938.
Community Prayer Service
for the Iranian Hostages will
beheld at 12 noon at the First
Baptist Church.
The Rev. GT. Moody will
report on his recent trip tc
Guaternala at prayer service
at First Baptist Church at 6:45
p.m.
Middle School Acteens will
meet at 6:45 p.m. and High
School Acteens at 7:45 p.m. at
the First Baptist Church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet
at 7 p_m_ _
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Com-
munity Center with lunch to be
served at 11:45 a.m.
Mission groups of the Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Quilting Workshop at the
Calloway County Extension
Office has been rescheduled
for 9:30 a.m.
Nature's Palette Garden
,Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center
with Obera Brown as hostess.
Free income tax
preparation and assistance
will be provided to the elderly,
lower income persons, and
students of the community
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in Room
205 or 228 of Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University.
Fourth Audubon Wildlife
film, "Adventures in Pt.
Woods," by Tom Diez will .
shown at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Student
Center, Murray State
University. This- is free and
wen to the public. For in-
formation call 762-2786.
Weekly luncheon of United
Campus Ministry will be at
12:30 p.m. in the Ordway Hall
Conference Room, Murray




Basketball teams will play at
Morehead State College with
the women to play at 5:15 p.m.
and the men at 7:30 p.m.,
Eastern Standard Time.
Campus Lights will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Tickets are











ISuper Special For KidsSpaghetti & Salad '2
Free Refills Or, Drinks
Wednesday Night










You Con I Ear
This Good At Horne
. For This Pr ire
Thursday. Feb, 7
Murray Women of Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. at the lodge
hall, North 16th Street.
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1 p.m. at the club
house with Joe Tom Erwin as
the guest speaker.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with lunch to
be served at 12 noon.
Thursday, Feb. 7
Four-H Clothing Workshop
for members, leaders, and
parents will be held at Expo
Center, College Farm Road,
at 7 p.m.
Blood ' ' River Baptist
Associational Acteen meeting
will be held at 7 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be
served at 11:45 a.m.
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly will serve meals at 12
noon at the Douglas Center,
North Second Street, Murray.
Meals on Wheels will also be
sent out.
lliss Karen Bowen Featured
In Oboe .SoIo At Nashville
Miss Karen Bowen was featured in a oboe solo while play-
ing in the orchestra for David Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn., in the production of Sound of Music presented Satur-
day evening, Feb. 2, at the college.
The featured soloist is a freshman at David Lipscomb and
a 1979 honor graduate of Trigg County High School, Cadiz.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Bowen of Cadiz
and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Stagner of Mur-
.
Mrs. Stagner and Mr. and Mrs. Bowen and son, John, at-
tended the musical production in Nashville on Saturday.
Bridal Events
Honor, Mr. &
Mr. and Mrs. John Russell
McCage were honored at
events prior to their recent
wedding. Mrs. McCage is the
former Polly Ann Jones.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Robert W. Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie E.
McCage.
The rehearsal dinner was
held at the Brass Lantern
Restaurant at Aurora with the
hosts being Messrs and
Mesdames Thomas Emerson,
Walter Apperson, Rob Ray,
,Are Held In
Mrs. McCage
John Purdom, Wells Purdotn,
Jr., James Boone, Bob Hib-
bard, William Furgerson,
James Sullivan, and C. H.
Hulse.
Mrs. Sue McCoart, Mrs.
Maureen Geurin, Mrs. Joyce
Warber and Mrs. Opal Smith
were hostesses for a tea held
at the home of Mrs McCoart.
A Coke party was given by
Mrs. Nancy Orr and Miss




Mr. and Mrs. Grundy
Falwell of Murray Route 4 are
the 'parents of a baby boy,
Jacob Warren, weighing eight
pounds seven ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on
Thursday, Jan. 31, at 9:04 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
Andrew Justin, 2. The father is
self employed as a farmer.
GrandpIrents are Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Falwell of Hazel
Route 2 and Mr. and Mrs. M.
F. Norwood, Route 2, Dover,
Tenn.
STARK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pat
Stark of Murray Route 2 are
the parents of a baby boy,
Charles Timothy, weighing
eight pounds four ounces,
mesuring 21't inches, born on
Wednesday, Jan. 23, at 8:26
p.m. 'at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son, Jay,
2. The father is a dairy far-
mer.
Grandparents are Mr. and,
Mrs. Charles B. Stark of
Murray Route 2 and Mr. and
Mrs. James Gus Byers of
Hardin Route 1
THE ACES'IRA G CORN. JR
•
"There are two times in a
man's life when he should
not speculate: When he ca'n't
afford it and when he can. -
- Mark Twain.
East was forced to specu-
late in his defense of today's
no trump game. There was
no future in returning his
partner's lead, so he had to
choose between two other
suits, both of which had
been bid by the enemy.
North-South bid up-the-
line to investigate a fit in all
suits and, when none was
found, they settled in the no-
trump game.
West led the diamond 10
and dummy's jack went to
East's ace. East speculated
about what to return and he
decided on spades. There
was no future in diamonds.
South had bid the hearts and
the suit that dummy had bid
correctly. East's choice of a
spatie shift was an excellent
one.
Unfortunately for East,
he did not go far enough in
his analysis. He returned the
spade deuce to West's king
c and a spade return to East's
ace established three quick
spade tricks. However,
there was no way to cash a
fourth spade and declarer
was given his vulherable
game.
To defeat the game, East
must play the spades to his
best advantage. First the
Apidelcejssasbe.d apd next.
the spade deuce is led to
West's king. This accom-
plishes two things.
Declarer's spade queen
goes • to West's king and,,
more important. the lead is
1 ,
NORTH 2-5-A
• 10 8 6 3




• K 7 4 • A .1 9 2
• J 9 5 • 10 8 2
• 10 9 8 5 •A 6 3







Dealer- South. The bidding
South West North East
1 • Pass 1 • Pass
1 • " Pass i. Pass
2 NT Pass 3 NT All pas,
Opening lead Ten of dia
monds
in the West hand for the cru-
cial 'lead of the third spade
E8 srg —Tfolier's over
dummy's 10-8 and the
defense takes four spade




11, A K Q 3
* k 2




AhQut 16 support points for a
-heirt--eontraer -and-the tamp
raise is most descriptive
- - -
Send bridge questions to The ace.
P 0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
The wedding Of Miss Stacy
Adams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cody Adams of Far-
mington Route 1, and John
Richard 'Murdock, son of Dr.
and Mrs. John Murdock of
mddison,' Wisc., was solern-
! 1.fed in a winter wedding
,ereniony in the sanctuary of
!!:c Coldwater United
Vethodist Church.
.Allen Dutton of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, Church of Christ
missionary, officiated at the
double ring ceremony which
as performed by candlelight.
J immy and linda Wilson
presented a program of
5uptial music with Mr. Wilson
pianist..
The sanctuary was centered
with the unity candle
decorated with a white dove
carrying rust satin ribbons
tte-d in love knots with tiny silk
red rosebuds. A prayer bench
was in the front centered with
a Bible, a gift of the Rev.
Layne Shanklin, pastor of
Coldwater Church, and his
wife, which the couple. used in
the ceremony. Two Boston
ferns in white pedestal con-
tainers were on either side of
the prayer' bench. Two seven
branched candelabra corn-
- pieted the-setting. - - - • -
nch Adams, brother of
the bride, and Larry Murdock,
brother .of the groom,
Madison, Wisc., lighted the
candles.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
her parents, wore a gown,
designed by herself and made
t* her mother, fashioned of
szita peau and overlaid with
organza. • The waist .was
gathered and tied with a wide
The off the shoulder
txklice and the bell sleeves
were each accented with a
rifle of chantilly lace.
Her headpiece, a flower ring
of tiny rose buds, crowned the
chapel length train of English
illusion. Her attire was set off
by a single strand of pearls
borrowed from her mother.
Her bridal bouquet con-
sisted of 15 silk red roses,
wheat straw, baby's breath
and tiny straw flowers with
tiny rose buds cascading from '
the bouquet decorated' with
rust satin ribbons and
chantilly lace. This bouquet
and all the flowers used in the
wedding were made by the
bride's mother.
Attending her sister as
matron of honor was Mrs.
Twila Dunn who wore a for-
.mal gown of. rust knit with a
velvet bolero trimmed with
lace. She carried a bouquet of
silk .roses placed on a palm
leaf fan. tied . with satin rust
ribbons.
Amanda Manning, cousin of
the groom, was the flower girl.
She wore a rust floral print
dress accented by a lace
'trimmed bodice and flounce.
She carried a wicker basket
with the corsage on the handle
and dropped rose petals.
The groom was attired in a
three-piece black suit ac-
cented by, a white shirt and a
tie of rust and red. His
boutonniere was a silk rose
with wheat straw and baby's
breath.
Ray Murdock, cousin of the
groom, served as bestman. He
also wore a three-piece black
suit accented by a white shirt
and a tie of rust and red. His
boutonniere was a rose.
Mac Dunn, nephew of the
bride, was the ring bearer and
wore a three piece black pin
striped Suit and a tiny rosebud
boutonniere. He carried a
white satin heart-shaped
pillow trimmed in chantilly
lace with wedding rings and
satin ribbons made by the
bride's mother.
The guests were seated by
lanch Adams and Larry
Murdock, brothers of the bride
and groom respectively,
Dennis B. Burkeen, cousin of
thegeeerita-atid-Mark.Adasus...
Miss Stacy Adams Is Married To
Mr. Murdock In Church Ceremony
Miss Ann Murdoek,
Madisonville; Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Shackelford, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Coffey, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Cornelison, Paducah; MISS
Rebecca Shackelford, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; Mrs. lAira Mae
Hall, Fulton; Mrs. Ann
Yarbrough, Wickliffe; Mr.
and Mrs. Doug Cook,
Be rkeleY; "Ms,- 'Sandra
Thonias and Ms. Terrie,
Petrie, Cunningham; Ms.
Gina Sullian, Milburn; Ms.
Chloe Deweese, Bardwell;
Mrs. Debbie Monroe,
Mayfield; Mrs. Debra Choate,
Clinton; Mrs. Wanda Hoskins,
Arlington; Ms. Judy Driskill,
oak Ridge, Tenn. -
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Dr.
and Mrs. John Murdock, were
hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held at the Seven Seas
Restaurant. Covers were laid
for 26 guests.
The bridal couple chose this
time to present their at-
tendants with gifts.
11r. mid 1lr.s. John Richard lliirdock
Mrs. Christine Murdock
presided at the guest register.
She was presented a corsage
of silk roses.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Adams wore a two piece
formal gown of brown knit.
Mrs. Murdock, mother of the
, groom, wore a formal gown of
dusty rose with a bolero
trimmed in white feathers.
Their corsages were of two
silk roses.
Both fathers and Mr. Dutton
had boutonnieres of red roses.
Philip Murdock. grandfather
of the groom, had a silk
carnation boutonniere.
Mrs. Haru Adams and Mrs.
Susie Wilson, grandmothers of
the . bride, and Mrs. Philip
Murdock and Mrs. John Work-
man, grandmothers of the
groom, were presented red
silk carnation corsages.
Directing the wedding and
the reception was Mrs. Lisa
Adams. sister-in-law ,of the
bride, who was also presented
a red silk rose corsage.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
bride's family were hosts for a
reception held at the church
with Renee Norwood, Pat
Mitchuson, Pam Boggess,
Judy Driskill and Darlene
Coffey receiving 'the guests.
Each one was presented a
corsage of red silk carnations.
The bride's table, covered
with a white lined cloth, was
centered by a candelabrum
with an arrangement of silk
roses. Fruit punch was served
from a crystal punch bowl.
Crystal appointments were
used.
The three tiered wedding
cake was decorated with a
love duet, a pair of fluttering
white doves pers.bed.upon two
wedding bands, in front of a
,latticed open garden gate. On
the top tier white doves were
perched on sprays of sweet
peas and red roses. Tiny
wedding bells, tall filigree
pillars and baskets of
cascading roses completed the
setting.
The groom's table was
covered with a red lace cloth.
The cake was chocolate, iced
in mocha, decorated with a
four-wheel drive Ford truck
loaded with corn.
Rice bags of white net
trimmed with rust satin
ribbons were distributed to the
guests.
After a wedding trip to
Mammoth Cave National
Park, Mr. and Mrs. Murdock
are now residing at their home





LET ;THEM HAVE A DRY BED
The resent get mu cm give a bottonitter and the rest el ate Ismtly. too.
blit and to OM mime problem, and mike no Moisoks. bedwettIng
venous II can cause coniallmOM psychological problems Will IOW
Mame Ii so neediest' because bedwetting, orroon not mused by organ
aofect or disease, can be boded Send for ow free brochure, -Ilediretang
— Whet We AN About and Howl. End it-,. robed by two medico/ Melons
No 
Si' "Equally Effective for Adults"
Nall to: PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
311 First Streeit/Nokoosa, WI 54457
MU-4
Out of town guests for the
wedding included Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Walker, Madison,
Wisc.; Mr. and Mrs. Tummy
Morgan, Indianapolis, Ind.:
Mrs. Cyndee McGhee,
Milledgeville, Ga.;- Mr. and
Mrs. Milburn unn, Miss
Deborah Dunn, and Mrs.
Patty Tustian and daughter,
Ashley, Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip H. Murdock and
ANDERSON GIRL
Mr, and Mrs. Stanley
Anderson, 70 Riviera Courts,
_Murray. .announce the birth of
a baby girl, Jennifer Ellen,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, measuring 19 inches,
born on Sunday, Jan. 27, at 6
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Anderson of
Murray Route 3 and Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Adams of Murray
Route 1. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Gupton and Mrs. Haru Adams
of Murray. . A great great
grandmother is Mrs. Bettye
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Dr. Keith Heim Is Speaker
At UDC Chapter Meet Here
The first meeting oLthe J.N.
Williams Chapter if United
Daughters of the Confederacy
in 1980 was held Jan. 16 at 1:30
p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
The president; Mrs. W.Z.
Carter, presided and led the
members in repeating the
pledge of allegiance iind
-salute to the flags of the
United States, Kentucky State
and the Confederacy which
adorned the table. The grace
was given by Dr. • Mildred
Hatcher.
The program was presented
by Dr. Keith Heim who was
introduced by. Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn. Dr. Heim, a native of
Nebraska and a PhD graduate
of North Carolina University,
is head of Special Archives at
Murray State University.
His subject was "The Union
Defeat at Fredericksburg"
which he said was one of the
bloodiest battles of the War
Between the States. Gen.
Ambrose Burnside com-
manded the Army of • the,
Potomac and held the stone
bridge at Antietam which was
an important post in that
battle but his forces suffered
great loss of life. Another
casualty was the loss of
prestige of his career in the
Army.
However, Burnside made a
comeback in civilian life and
served as Governor of Rhode
Island from 1866 to 1869 and
from 1875 until his death he
was a U.S. Senator. A
whimsical facet of Gen.
Burnside's personality was his
custom of shaving his chin and
allowing his beard to grow on
the sides of his face and this is
the origin of side whiskers
being called "side hums," Dr.
Heim said.
Members attending this
meeting were Mrs. W. Z.
Carter, Mrs. Hess Crossland,
Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Mrs. William S.
Major, Mrs. Lois Sammons,
Mrs. • Douglas Shoemaker,
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield,






























N E EDE WOIVSAN
Jones 4:Ye McCage
Vows Are Read
Mr. and rs. John Russell McCage
Miss Polly Ann Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Jones, and John Russell McCage, son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnie
E. McCage, all of Murray, were married in a December wed-
ding at the First Presbyterian Church with the Rev. Roy E.
Rabatin reading the 'double ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music was presented by Mrs. Maxine
Clark, organist, and Miss Debra Geurin, vocalist.
The bride chose her sister, Miss Karen Jones, as her maid
of honor and only attendant. Serving as best man was Don
Guthrie. Ushers were Keith and Mark Barber, cousins of the
groom.
Following the wedding ceremony a reception waii held in
the fellowship hall of the church. Serving the guests were
Miss Linda Jones, Mrs. Nancy Orr and Mrs. Barbara Rogers.
Miss Lisa Morton attended the guest register.
The new Mr. and Mrs. McCage are making their home in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, where the groom is stationed





By MRS. W. P.
Statistics about flowers are
interesting, especially when
you compare someone else's
idea with your own. I ran
across a list of the ten most
popular flowers that are
planted by seed. These are
the annuals, the ones that do
not bloom again each  ye,'-
NE EDI! WOMAN
Monday, Tees. S. Set. 9:00-6:00
Wed., niers. 1 Fri. 9:00-8:00
54videy 1:00-5:00
Central Shopping Center
Highway 641 & Arco& Cf.
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but must be replanted. The
list was prepared by the
National Garden Center but I
don't know how they deter-
mined the result, Perhaps
from the number of packages
of seed sold.
Anyway, the Zinnia headed
the list with Marigolds a close
second. These are such hardy
plants, easy to grow and will
grow anywhere in the United
States. So I can see why they
came first. For if you want a
profusion of blooms all
summer long, these two
plants will surely provide
them.
Z.: „*._ I.
was a little surprised, but I
know they are lovely and new
colors and types are being
brought out each year. They
make fine porch boxes or
planted in big pots in shady
places.




dragon and Sweet Peas. I
would perhaps have changed
the order of some of these.
For instance I plant Por-
tulaca every year, for I love
the bright colors and the
constant bloom. They love the
hot dry places where it is
hard for anything else to
grow. Just give them a good
loose soil and they ask for no
more.
How would you list them" I
would love to see twenty-five
- Hata are see Timm twtrwm-
alike. Try some of them this
summer, especially some you
have not planted before.
While thinking of flower
statistics, do you know all the
state flowers? Of course the
Iris is the Tehnessee state
flower, but did you know the
state wild flower is the
Passion Flower, and the state
tree is the Tulip Poplar, or
Liriodetx1ron. The bird of
Tennessee is the
Mockingbird, which won by a
small margin over the Robin.
But- did yoil know that
Tennessee has a state ROC1c.-
A group . ot;ichoilichildrek
' decided there should be •a
special rock, so they appealed
to the legislature suggesting
. the Limestone.
If alter Bennett To Speak
it Gospel Fellowship Meet
l'he Full Gospel Business
",Ien's Fellowship will meet




l'he Willing Workers class of
soiking Spring Church held its
lanuary meeting at the
church with five members
present.
Carolyn Carroll, president,
presided. The group decided
to purchase a silk flower
arrangement for the church to
he used for showers and other
social gatherings.
The devotional and program
w ere given by Kathryn Starks.
Refreshments were fur-
nished by Debbie Darnell and
served by Mary Tyner and
- I.inda Cooper. Pat !Dalton was
also present for the meeting.
Draffenville.
This month's speaker will be
Walter Bennett of Dresden,
Tenn. He is a Purina Dealer
are has a hog feeding
operation.
Bennett and his family have
been active in the Lay Witness
Mission Movement and have
spoken in many churches
throughout the area. In more
recent years, he has become
active in Full Gospel Business




are held the second Saturday
of each month at the Gateway
Steakhouse in Draffenville.
Meetings start with a buffet
supper at 6 p.m. Everyone,
including wives and children
are welcome and no reser-
vations ,are required, a
spokesman said.
I wo. . .
for the price of one!
livery /4ednesday %light
our complete chopped beef
steak dinner is specially priced
at I Dinners for the price of 1. . .
only 1. CPI
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Drums, Piano, Organ, Banjo
Only
One $888"
, Play Instantly With 2 Fingers
No More At This Price
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Hammond Organ T200 Deluxe.
Yamaha Console Organ
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The tonal beauty and . brillance of
the beautiful, durable po!yester
finish makes this superior piano a
worthy investment for- the most
accomplished musician or the
talented student. It 'combines
concert grand quality and value
with many outstanding perform-
ance features
YOU SAVE
$ 1 A 5 5oo
NOW ONLY S5,49500
"A beautiful way to express yourself."
LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENING TO KIMBALL QUALITY
Recent eiurchases & endorsements tnclude: University of Ladiville, purchase of 25
Grand Pianos. Also, No. Carolina St., Florida St., U. of Houston, U. of So. Calif.,
Chicago Recording, Baltimore Symphony, Minn. Orchestra, Middle Tenn. St., MANY
MANY MORE'
1(1 mba I.I.NvsicCenter
CORNER 6TH 14ROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY. (ACROSS FROM COBB HOTEL) 443-3879





.The recent decision by Roy
Weatherly to step down as prin-
cipal of Murray High School
was received in these quarters
with regret.
Weatherly, a native of Mur-
ray, has served admirably as
the high school's chief ad-
ministrative officer since
assuming the post June 1,1977.
Weatherly 's decision to step
down as principal was totally
for personal and family reasons
and we respect and admire him




been an extremely difficult
decision.
Our feeling of regret on hear-
ing of his decisjon was
somewhat softened by his re-
quest to be reassigned to a pro-
fessional position within the
system.
A graduate of Murray High,
Weatherly has been a tribute to
the local school system since
returning to his alma mater.
We are glad he and his family
have decided to remain in Mur-






SENATOR JOHN A. DURKIN (N.H.)
-... The rapid escalation of fuel costs is
a burden that weights heavily on
millions of consumers in New Hamp-
shire, New England. and all over the
Nation.
"Moderate income Americans are
experiencing budget-wrecking in-
flation. They have tightened their belts
and made heroic efforts to reduce
energy consumption only to witness
fuel bills climb beyond their ability to
Pay.
"Low-income householders spent an
estimated 30 percent of their incomes
for energy last winter. Fuel that they
were unable to afford then has nearly
doubled in price over the past year,
making their position even more
distressing.
"The prospect of high prices and
short supplies of heating fuel have led
many low-and moderate-income
Americans, especially in the Northeast
to switch to wood to at least partially
heat their homes. In New Hampshire
alone over half the houses will be
burning wood this winter. . .
"Over the last 7 years, the number of
wood burning stoves in American
homes has increased from 200,000 to




We have met the enemy and he is
us," the comic strip character Pogo
said mans' years ago. This statement is
only one of the many ways of ex-
pressing the truth that we are, all too
often, our own worst enemy.
The following words, equally pointed
if not as concise as those of Pogo, were
written by the Anglican mystic William
Law (1686-1761):
Men are not in bell because God Is
aogrf'with them; they are In wrath
and darkness because they have
done to the light, which Infinitely
flows forth from God. as that man
does to the light of the sun, who
puts out his own eyes.
(aRAFITi
  I t 
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
ciaidituse..Iie ['fleet aj letter., and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence 0 to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. (2071.
- 
JU LI/ ce of heat in over 1,000,000
households.
"A cord of firewood that sold for $55
last winter is already commanding as
m uch as $100 this season. Estimates are
that prices could reach $150 a cord in
some areas of southern New England.
We simply cannot allow this en-
vironmentally safe renewable alter-
native to foreign oil be priced out of the
range of the hardworking
homeowner...
"Today I am introducing legislation
I S.2162) to give a refundable tax credit
to Americans wo heat their homes with
wood. This credit will cover thirty
percent of the cost of wood fuel up to
$250. To insure that the credit will go to
those for whom it is essential, the credit
will be reduced by 1 percent of the
consumer's adjusted gross income over
$15,030. It is refundable, so low-and
fixed-income consumers who owe no
Federal income taxes will be eligible
for a rebate to help defray the in-
creased cost of firewood.. ."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The law of supply and detKand has
caught up with the supply of wood,.in
some areas, as a home heating fuel.
The owner of a wood lot now demands
the OPEC price equivalent for a cord of
wood. The Government now controls
the price of gasoline — will it decide to
put controls on the price of wood for
home heating?
Garrett 's Galley
C Copley News Service
By M. C. Garrott
The First 'Campus Lights' Built
Around LeRoy Offerman Dance Band
Coming up is one of the truly
traditional weekends at Murray State
— "Campus Lights" weekend. Four
performances of the 43rd production of
this student-written-directed-and-pro-
duced musical will be presented in
Lovett Auditorium.
In conjunction with it Saturday night
will be a reunion dinner honoring the
first "Campus Lights" cast. There
were 44 students-involved when the first
show was presented May 10, 1938, on the
same stage where the one will be
presented this week.
That first "Campus Lights" was a
delightful musical variety show. It was
built around the - LeRoy Offerman
Dance Band and augmented by strings,
voices, dancers and some "Olson eit
Johnson Blackouts." Several of the
Off erman band members are expected
to return to the campus for the reunion
dinner.
LeRoy, now a successful insurance
executive in Evansville, Ind., is active
in Murray State alumni affairs. He
returns to the campus often as a
member of the alumni council, and his
lanky figure and big smile are familiar
ones at Racer athletic events.
Some years ago, he engineered 8
reunion of his college band members
and most of them were here for it. At
that time, he shared with me the story
behind the LeRoy Offerman Dance
Band, to which I danced many a time,
and its days at Murray State Teachers
College.
What time would be more ap-
propriate to share some of them with
you than this week as "Campus Lights"
is being staged for the 43rd time to raise
money with which to provide
scholarships for deserving high school
music students wishing — as LeRoy did
44-4-11-4-4.- 444-+-1•÷++±+++•-•-4-+•-•-•••-••••
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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The compiler of -this little history of Calloway. County had -a
unique role in the lives of servicemen of World War - II, inasmuch .
as he served as a clearing house of communications in the columns
of the weekly newspaper, the Murray Democrat. Each week the
editor would write a lengthy "Dear Buddie" letter in the columns,
comforting them with their problems, reflecting attitudes of the folks
back home, injecting humor when a laugh was needed. In turn,
service men wrote letters by the hundreds which were all incorpor-
ated in a column 'entitled "Hard Tack and Sea Soup." At the end
of most of the service men's letters, the editor would give of f-the-
cuff replies while setting up letters on the Linotype machine.
As a result of the comraderie, the writer came to personally
know virtually every armed service man by name, was familiar with
battle locations, theatres of action. Thus, the relationship became
more tightly knit than casual friendship, consequently as casualties
of war mounted, emotional factors intensified—the price that others
fought and died for were greater appreciated. Our contribution
was insignificant in comparison to theirs. In the many years follow-
ing, nothing has been more gratifying to the joy of life, than that
which occurred between us during those historic World War II
years when the very eitisience-of -the--Anlaricaa_nation..-vs_threatened
to extinction. Every serviceman who requested the newspaper, or
a loved one who asked ft' to be forwarded, received the Murray
Democrat throughout the vi;ar free of charge. All of this, too, is
history and in our opinion recorded, so others in the future might
find a pattern of understanding so rewarding to men who serve
heir country in times of war.
Not all conduct of war is unrewarding, for the profit motive
burns too hot in the hearts of mankind even under duress. Ours in
Calloway County were no exception. A gallon of gas, a set of tires,
a roast of beef, a 10 pound bag of sugar, a pair of nylon hose for
the lady love, were all subjected to the fine art of black marketing
to make a fast dollar, daspite the fact the federal government enacted
sharp penalties for viohitions. Most all of us were guilty at one time
(Tr anothtir nf• -rrafiSgretsione- Calloway- Co-irdtpltierarrie --the-focal
point of a national scandal . publicized in the renowned picture
magazine "Life," featuring the black marketing of automobiles.





in 1935 — to get a degree at Murray
State.
!twill take a couple or so columns to
tell it as LeRoy told the story to me
back about 1971, but I believe you will
find it interesting, particularly to those
who were Murray students at the time.
LeRoy grew up in Kankakee, Ill. He
wanted to study music in college, but
the two choices he had in Illinois —
Illinois Wesleyan University and the
Vandercook Conservatory in Chicago —
were far beyond his financial means.
Down in Kentucky, though, there was
anew and blossoming school which was
rapidly gaining a reputation for its fine
ruusic program. It was Murray State
Teachers College — 13 years old and
proud of its recent name change from
Murray State Normal School.
LeRoy already had a dance band, and
it had just finished playing a summer
engagement at the Seagirt Inn, Seagirt,
N. J., when a hometown friend told him
about Murray. "They needed someone
to organize a quasi official dance band
to work out of the college and to employ
Murray students," he said.
He hurried to Mutray where he met
i-'rice Doyle. Doyle soon convinced the
lanky Illinoisan that a Murray dance
band could be a way to ride out the
depression as well as 'lead to a
"sheepskin."
LeRoy intended to take his Kankakee
band to Murray virtually intact, but
most of the brass and sax sections
joined the band at Illinois Wesleyan.
Things looked dark until, virtually at
the last minute, offerman received a
telegram from Maurice Reed of
Mayfield, a band booker.
Now a druggist and banker in Bard-
stown, Reed said in his telegram:
"Have band for you to front stop bring
sax and brass sections stop." A nine-
piece band with only a rhythm section
wasn't exactly a band, but LeRoy had
his Murray band if he could come up
with the other two-thirds.
++,++++
The LeRoy Offerman Dance Band at
Murray State was formed shortly af-
terwards in frantic, day-long rehear-
sals in the old Collegiate Inn iwhere
Popeye Ross' service station is today)
and with thanks to owner Lloyd
Albritton and the ability of the bass
fiddle player, Pope Johnson, who
worked there part-time, to sell his boss
on letting them practice at the popular
campus hangout.
LeRoy reeled off the members of that
first band as: John Thompson, 1st
trumpet; Joe Coulter, 2nd trumpet;
Morris Carter, trombone; Eddie West,
1st alto sax; Karl Ivan, tenor sax; Bill
Carrier, 2nd alto sax; Paul Bryant,
piano; Paul Antibus, drums, and
Johnson, bass fiddle. °Herman's role
VMS to play the trombone oreassuonally.
and smile at the customers.
Their first weekend together, they
were booked for a Friday night dance
for the Chemistry Club and for
Saturday and Sunday nights at the
White City Park at Herrin, Ill. Yet, five
of the nine instrumentalists had never
played dance band music!
Fortunately, they had Paul Bryant, a
brilliant pianist and arranger. Paul
also is expected here for the reunion
dinner Saturday' night.
-4-4-++++
Offerman had Paul play an "Eddy
Duchin" style introduction, then the
entire band would play the first 16 bars
or so, leaving the sax section "to sweat
out" the rest of the chorus. On the next
chorus, he said, the brass would open
the first few phrases and the saxes
would take over. "Everybody would
blow the third chorus," he said.
For an edning, Bryant would play
what they called "a society ending"
with the hand pouncing on the last three
notes or holding out the last chord long
and loud with symbols ringing — much
the same style as used by a big name
band of the day led by Dick Jurgens.
The more popular tunes were played
at least twice and often more. This
enabled the band to "stretch out the
library" for the evening.
The CheniLstry.elub dance, held on
the stage of the auditorium, was a huge
success. The same Jim Allison, who
today is a top executive of Texas Gas at
Owensboro, had to guarantee the
faculty sponsor, Dr. A. T. Hicks, that
there would be no smoking in the
building, no drinking ANYWHERE and
no smooching in or out of it.
The band played that dance on
commission, expecting the worse, but
realized Its biggest haul of the year.
The following Monday morning, a
delegation of ministers from the
Murray churches called on Dr. James
H. Richmond, the college's president,
and demanded a halt to such brazen
goings on.
"I don't know what took place in that
meeting," said Offeraiu: 1, "but that
weekend established' the LeRoy
Offerman Dance Band at a quasi-
official representative of Murray State
Teachers College."
In Thursday's column, I will share
with you some of the band's ex-
periences as it played and promoted
Murray State through the dance
engagements it played across West
Kentucky and the five states adjoining
it.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb 5, the 36th day
of 1980. There are 330 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history.
On Feb. 5, 1976, almost 23,000 people
died in an earthquake in Guatemala.
On this date:
;kali, the insanity of King George
III priiin—WecTiFie 13rItIA TielieY- Act,
whereby the Prince of Wales became
prince regent.
In 1945, American troops under
General Douglas MacArthur entered
Manila.
In 1971, the Apollo 14 crew landed on
the moon.
In 1779, thousands of farmers drove
their tractors into Washington, snarling
the capital's traffic and demonstrating
for better farm legislation.
Ten years ago, Sen. Fred Harris of
Oklahoma was about to resign as
chairman of the Democratic National
Committee.
Five years ago, President Gerald
Ford urged -Anrgress to reconsider its
,utoff of military,aid to Turkey.
Last year, the Ayatollah Khomeini
named Mehdi Bazargan as Iran's
provisional revolutionary prime
minister.
Today's birthdays: Former baseball
great Hank Aaron is 46. Newspaper
publisher Arthur Ochs Sulzberger is 54.
Thought for today: Revenge does us
more harm than the injury itself. —
John Laibbock (1803-1865)
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
'An unexpected snow fell during the
night covering Calloway County under
about one inch of snow and closing
Calloway County Schools once again.
The county schools have now been
closed for 10 days and the Murray City
Schools for two days due to the weather
conditions.
Deaths reported include Norman
Aubrey Ray, 52, and Richard Bradley
Cope, infant son.
Master Sgt. Patrick James Estes has
been promoted to his present rank
while serving with the Marine Corps in
the Republic of Korea. His wile, the
former Brenda Brandon, and their
three children are residing in Murray
while he is in Korea.
Kenneth A. Grogan who begun his
work with the ASCS here in Calloway
County in 1937 has been transferred to
Floyd County to work in several far
eastern Kentucky counties. He will be
located in Prestonsburg.
Births reported include a boy,
Stephen Patrick, to Mr. and Mrs.
Stephen Joe Tricarico on Jan. 20.
"How To Commit Marriage" starring
Bob Hope, Jackie Gleason and Jane
Wyman is showing at the Capri
Theatre.
20 Years Ago
Charles Shuffett, partner in Murray
Radio Station WNEtS, was presented the
award as "Outstanding Young Man of
the Year" at the Murray Jaycees
DIStlAguished Service Awar,d_and_._ _
Bosses' Banquet held at the Triangle
Inn, John Sammons is club president.
An average of $35.71 was reported on
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market yesterday.
Mrs. Lyndia Nicks, local dance in-
structor, is attending a meeting of the
Chicago National Association of Dance
Masters at Chicago, Ill.
Births reported include a girl, Karen
Kaye, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson
on Jan. 14.
Mrs. Koska Jones will direct the book
study on Luke for the Women's Society'
of Christian Services of the Hazel and
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Churches.
Hams are listed as setting for 25 cents
per pound in the ad for Parker's Food
Market this week
30 Years Ago
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer
said that the first class of the recently
formed scue Squad will graduate
Feb. 7. The men will be presented cards
signifying that they have successfully
completed the course on first aid.
Deaths reported include A. G. (Uncle
Joe) Jackson, 80.
A Mission Sunday School Class has
been organized by the First Baptist
Church in the old broom factory at Five
Points. The building has been leased by
the church, according to the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, who said that
classes will tie held each Sunday at 2
p.m.
The Rev. Bill Lowery will speak
Sunday at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church.
In high school basketball games Lone
Oak beat Murray High, Hardin beat
Kirksey. Lynn Grove beat Benton-, and
Hazel beat New Concord. High team
scorers were Herndon for Lone Oak,
Jeffrey for Murray High, Gardner and
York for Hardin, Usrey for Kirk.sey,
Miller and Darnell for Lynn Grove,
Combs for Benton, Taylor, Lamb,
White and Grogan for Hazel, and Steele
for New Concord.
Bible Thought
Reader therefore unto . Caesar the
things %filch are Caesar's; and unto
God the things that are God's. —
Matthe% 22:21.
Today the law requires that we pay
our taxes, but only the true love of God
will lead us to give to God that which we
owe Him.
1TFfIll 1'111.1114 I I \S
As a service to our readers, The
Murray' Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL I.F.VEL
Any senator or representative
may -be reached through the
congressional switchboard. 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
gen.WailefD.Rudlescon
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D.C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C 20510
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon-House-Office Bldg.
Washington, f). C.20515
•STS At aTt cE ll
Elait'ors may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 Home
addr.esseZAL AB) 36. legislators
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I ursday rbauar 195(1
TIGHTLY GUARDED, Murray Guard Candy Jackson
(23) shuffles a pass around Marshall County's Barbara
Faughn. Photos By St•v• !locket




DETROIT (AP - They
asked for "just one more
autograph," and Gordie Howe
obliged. They asked "just one
more picture, Gordie,
please," and he offered yet
another wooden smile,
perhaps his two hundredth of
the National Hockey League
All-Star Banquet.
For a moment, the • crowd
around him abated, and
Vaclav Nedomansky of the
Detroit Red Wings walked up
to the hockey legend. The
Czech-born center introduced
his wife and said, "I've always
enjoyed your city. It's our
home now."
Howe doesn't play here
anymore, but he did for 25
indescribable years. At 51, a
Hartford Whaler now, he
returns but not to "his" city as
a member of the Prince of
Wales Conference All-Stars —
his 23rd appearance in a game
that has been played only nine
times without him.
And, practiced now in this
annual speech, he says it still
is a thrill. He stood at the
miCrophone before the
adoring audience at the
banquet anctsaid he'd like to
thank "a young man named
Scotty Bowman," a fellow five
years Howe's junior and coach
of the Wales squad that seeks
its fifth consecutive victory
tonight over the Clarence
Campbell stars.
Tonight Howe makes a
record appearance to go along
with his record for All-Star
goals 10),1 assists (8 1, total
points, and penalty minutes
125 He'll play with Min-
nesota left wing Steve Payne
and Boston center Jean
Ratelle, at 39 the only other
Wales star who has been born
when Howe made his first All-
Star showing in 1948.
The crowd is expected to
surpass the alleged world
record attendance of 20,009
who showed up in St. Louis for
a 1973 Blues game. The people
of Gordie Howe's city will pay
him homage.. .even if as Howe
put it, his appearance was "a
gift."
Meanwhile, the players and
owners were to meet again to
discuss the issue of free
agency, but the athletes spent
so • much of their meeting
Monday on the tenure of
executive director Alan
Eagleson, they spent about
"two minutes" on com-
pensation.
Eagleson, however,-
received a unanimous vote of
confidence through the 1982
season, and a search com-
mittee was named to find his
successor.
Sports
Lady Tigers Fall 54-39
After Marshall On Ropes
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
The Murray High Lady
Tigers had the region's top-
ranked team, Marshall
County, on the ropes during
the third quarter, but even-
tually fell victim to the
powerful law-women, 54-39,
at the old Benton high school
last night.
The loss was just the fifth of
the year, against 11 wins, for
the young Tigers. Marshall
County upped its slate to a
perfect 13-0 for the season.
Trailing 24-21 at the in-
termission, Murray fired in
the first six points of the
second half to grab a 27-24 lead
at the 5:43 mark of the period.
Two baskets by Tonya
Alexander and a long jumper
by Starr Jones provided the
necessary firepower for the
Tigers.
Murray Managed to hold-the
upperhand for the next few
minutes on the strength of its
hounding defense. The
superior outside shooting of
the Marshals, however, began
to take its toll as the period
wore on.
Three consecutive long
jumpers by Marshall County's
Shanna Smith, and some
twisting drives by I.ori
Barrett, enabled the home
teaM to settle into a com-
fortable ten-point lead, 42-32,
at the third stop. The much
smaller Tigers simply. could
not contend with the Marshall
repounding prowess as the
la-kw-women frequently got
two and three shots on each
trip down the floor.
Murray head coach Rick
Fisher commented on the loss,
saying, "We played a real fine
game. I think we ran out of gas
a little there at the end. We
came into the game with two
things on our mind. We knew
we had to stop their guards
from scoring so much, and we
knew that we would have to
rebound evenly with them. We
just couldn't get the job done,"
he sighed.
The Tigers were beaten to
the tune of a 35-23 margin on
the boards as Barrett and
sophomore Laura Seay hauled
down nine caroms apiece for
the Marshals. Fisher spoke in
awe of Seay offering, "she is
the best sophomore that I have
ever seen play. I think she
made the difference in the ball
game."
Seay came off the bench-to -
sub for Marshall's star center
Barbara Faughn, when
Faughn got into early foul
trouble. The sophomore
phenom was a continual thorn
in the Tigers' paw throughout
the second half as she pulled
down a fistful of important
offensive boards.
likewise, the Tigers had
little success stopping the hot-
shooting Marshall guards.
Barrett and Mitzi Birdsong
combined for 30 of their
team's points, with Barrett
leading all scorers with 21
Alexander was the only
Murray player able to get
more than six points. The
talented center finished the
with 17 points and
earned some plaudits from
her c oach.
Tonya has been playing
sink e the Mayfield game on an
ankle that looks like a
balloon," Fisher explained.
She had ice on it on the bus
trip up here in the hopes that
she could play. She is just
sonic kind of competitor. She
really comes to win."
Despite Alexander's
heroics, the Tigers could not
keep pace with the First
Region power. Murray fell
victim to cold shooting in the
first period, trailing 14-8 at its
close. Alexander fired in nine
of the Tiger's 13 second period
tallies to spark a late first half
The tenacious Tiger defense
forced the Marshals into
-aunierous second stanza
turnovers, allowing the locals
pull to aithin three, 24.-21, at
the half. -
Fisher praised the Marshals
and acknowledged that they
were definitely one of the
strongest teams in the region.
He was also quick to say,
however, that the Tigers are
still a young team, and that
they have their best days still
in front of them. •
• • W e re-of f .to our best start. .
in years," Fisher said. "We
only have five losses, and they
have been to the powers of the
region, I two losses each to
Calloway County and Mar-
shall County and a defeat to
UK-Ole Miss Game Reminiscent
Of 108-Rebound Game In 1964
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
With a share of the
Southeastern Conference
basketball lead at stake in
Wednesday night's ggame
between Kentucky and
Mississippi, a moment of
silence for a game played 16
years before is probably too
much to ask.
Nonetheless, this week
marks the anniversary of a
Kentucky-Ole Miss game that
is worth remembering.
Kentucky currently is tied
for the SEC lead with
I,ousiana State. That also was
the case Feb. 8, 1964, when
then-Coach Eddie Crawford
brought his Rebels into
Memorial Coliseum._
Crawford's star was Don
Kessinger, who was averaging
25.3 points per game and
bidding to take the SEC in-
dividual scoring title from .
Kirk Finds Out What It's
Like To Be On Other Side
By The Associated Press
Memphis State Coach Dana
Kirk found out what it is like to
be sitting on the opposing
bench when Louisville's
basketball machine is rev-
ving.
Kirk, a former assistant at
Louisville, brought his
Memphis State team to
Louisville on Monday, and for
a bit over a half looked to be in
contention for an upset win.
But that thought was buried
amid the tumult of a 22-2
Louisville run that helped lift
the Cardinals to an 88-60 Metro
Conference vtriui y.
In the other Monday game
involving a Kentucky major,
Sam Ellis scored 25 points and
guard Carlton Neverson hit
two key free throws to pace
Pittsburgh to a 80-78 college
basketball victory over
Eastern Kentucky. James
Tillman led Eastern with 27
points.
Louisville guard Darrell
Griffith was the main villain
with 31 points.
"Darrell did the things that
you'd want people ordinarily
to do," Kirk said. "He shot the
ball from 25 (feet) sometimes
and 23 other times....But you
can't give Darrell Griffith
anything. He's a great .
shooter, whether he's falling
away or whatever, he still has
the same release.
"He to obsoletely thefinee4
basketball player or guard
that I've seen on the year, and
if he's not the premiere guard
in the country, I don't know
who is," Kirk said.
Eight of Griffith's pain
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
SHARON CARLISLE. Manuort UM* Woollierford, Ileserwetlesitt
Ont•lie swiss ceeesitests: anew S. Molar, Illortorie M. IPairr
711 Maki St., Murray 753-0060 (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO S PM MON. TWIN FRI.
We Write Al, Tickets For AN Airlines While Tem Walt 4A
 • 4*410 CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES! • t! 1,1!
•
We Honor The Same Credit Cards
The Airlines Del Ugh As...
NOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
came during the deciding five-
minute run in the second half
when Louisville turned a slim
49-45 _lead into a 71-47 bulge. _
Sophomore forward 1:Yere1c
Smith had 10 points during the
stretch and finished with 17 as
Louisville recorded its 12th
straight victory and boosted
its overall mark to 19-2.
Louisville Coach Denny
Crum credited his team's
victory to the Cardinals'
ability to set the tempo in the
second hail.
"The first time we allowed
them to set the tempo of the
game, we made Mt Orttfr-
novers...and allowed them to
get ahead," Crum said.
"In the second half, we got
ahead, so we dictated the
tempo," Crum said. I'm really
pleased with everyone's
performance, especially in the
second half."
Memphis State, led by
Arthur Banks' 15 points, shot
51.9 percent in the first half
and held a 37-35 lead at
halftime. But Banks was held
scoreless in the second period,
and Memphis States shooting
_0_410 to 33.3 _percent as the
ngeri slipped 464-l6.0irefill
and 24 in the conference.
League-leading Louisville is
unbeaten in seven starts.
Kentucky's Cotton Nash, who
was averaging 26.9.
Ole Miss was struggling, but
Crawford figured the Rebels
at least had a chance with
Kessinger.
"We just hope we're hot,"
Crawford said. "We feel we
can give anybody a good game
on a given night. And we don't
feel we're going to get blown
out of the gym."
Kentucky won 102-59:- The
margin was indeed im-
pressive, but it nearly ob-
scured a truly staggering
statistic — Kentucky's 108
rebounds. That mark stands
as the NCAA record. It may
also rank with Johnny Van-
dermeer's consecutive no-
hitters and Bob Beamon's long
jump in terms of sheer
miraculousness.
It is ironic that Kentucky's
legendary coach, Adolph
Rupp, employed a zone
defense that night, given his
ill-disguised contempt for
anything other than a tight
man-to-man.
It is further ironic that
Kessinger, a fine player who
later enjoyed a long career in
professional baseball, should
have been the goat of that
game.
He figured prominently in
Kentucky's rebounding total
" by missing 18 of 'his 19 shots
and 'finished with just fisie
Calloway
And Boys
The Calloway County junior
varsity girls and freshman
boys swept two games from
Benton last night, by scores of
41-24 and 57-42.
EarAhe
and Marcey Miller led the
scoring and rebounding with
10 points apiece and 10 and
nine rebounds, respectively.
The win gave the Calloway
girls a 7-4 record and left
Benton at 7-3.
The freshman boys raised
their record to 11-1 behind the
scoring of Craig Darnell and
Bryan Tebbitts and the
rebounding of Tebbitts.
Darnell 'scored 14 points while
Tebbitts scored 13 and pulled
off 13 rebounds.
_Calloway shot a very im-
pressive 54,2 percent in
Te'adifiebt- the end -irt -every
quarter.
The two team& will play
again Thursday night, star-
points.
Nash, meanwhile, poured in
23 points and grabbed 30
rebounds — 15 in each half
before taking an early seat on
the bench.
Also aiding the Kentucky
cause were Ole Miss' Ron
Steinhart and Ron Davidson,
who combined to miss 21 of 28
shots..
Supporting Nash in Ken-
tucky's rebounding exhibition
were Ted Deeken with 17,
Larry Conley and Terry
Mobley with 12 apiece,
Tommy Kron with 11 and
Mickey Gibson with eight.
Even Sam Harper, among
the most inconspicuous . of
Rupp's benchwarmers,
grabbed six rebounds and
scored 11 points, despite
playing just one minute and 12
seconds.
All this, of course, has
nothing to do with Wednesday
night's game. It serves mainly
to show how far Ole Miss,
suddenly one of the SEC's
toughest teams, has come.
Bob Wench, the second
successor to Eddie Crawford,
must be given serious con-
sideration for SEC coach of
the year.
The Rebels are coming off
consecutive upsets of Ten-
nessee and Alabama. Against




ting with the junior varsity
girls game at 6:30 p.m.
Calloway Co....11 10 11 9 41
Benton  2 8 9 524
• Callovfity. _cOUllty 41) 7
Angie Futrell 8, Ladonna
Overbey 3, Jena Hoke 4,
Rachel Lamb 10, Dana Hoke 3.
Jane Ann Barrow 3, Marcey
Miller 10.
Benton (24) — Crowell 9,
Riley 2, Schaper 9, Yopp 1,
Bennett 1, Dick 2.
Calloway Co.  13 17 15 12 57
Benton  8 11 11 12 42
Calloway County (57) —
Craig Darnell 14, Bryan
Tebbitts 13, Keith Lovett 10,
Jeff Garrison 8, Jeff But-
terworth 6, Monty Ray 2, Rob
Anderson 2, Darren /aschall
2, Van Bucy 01 Ricky Smith 0.
Benton (45) — McGregor 111,
Adams 6, Miller 6, R. Jones 5,
McClaran 5, Stone 2, B. Jones
2, Rorrunelman 2.
1-owes). We definitely are
going to get tougher as we
play together more."
The Tigers are idle until
Feburary 11 when they will
travel to Heath.
Murray High's junior
varsity tied the score at 18-all
with 1:44 left in the third
period, but could not manage
to hit another point as it fell to
Marshall 34-18.
The Tigers trailed at the
half, 16-14, but put four quick
points on the board in the third
period to draw into the tie.
Unfortunately for Murray, the
Tigers went the remaining
7:44 without a tally.
Glenda Fox led the .Tigers
with six ,points. Monica Green
and Velvet Jones added four
apiece for Murray.
Murray (39) — Tonya
Alexander 7 3-5 17; Starr
Jones 3 0-0 6; Candy Jackson 1
1-2 3; Laurie Morgan 1 0-0 2;
Kim Tharpe 0 0-0 0; Natalie
Garfield 2 0-0 4; Velvet Jones 2
0-0 4; Glenda Fox 1 0-6 2;
Lynette Thompson 0 1-2 1;




DONNA ROUSSE (25) shoots from outside in Mur-
ray's 54-39 loss to Marshall County.
Marshall County (54) — Lori
Barrett 9 3-10 21; Shanna
Smith 6 2-2 14; Mitzi Birdsong
2 5-7 9; Barbara Faughn 1 0-0
2; Ioni Keen 0 0-0 0; Jennifer
Hacker 0 3-4 3; Laura Seay 21-
25. Totals: 2014-2554.
Murray  8 13 11 7 39.
Marshall Co. 14 10 18 12 54.
Murray 1181 — Glenda Fox
6, Monica Green 4, Velvet
Jones 4, Natalie Garfield 2.
1.ynette Thompson 2.
Marshall County (34u —
Lisa Jarret 10, Debbie Hanna
8, Laura Seay 4, Tina Payne 3,
Mary lee Snow 3, Karen
Hensley 3, Gaye Heichkinen 2,
Tammy Walter 1.
Murray  4 10 4 0 18
Marshall  7 9 6 12 34
DeVoe And Nash Cool Off
After Flareup At UK Game
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)
— With once-flared tempers
now cool, Kevin Nash will
likely keep his starting job at
center when Tennessee en-
tertains Florida in a
Southeastein Conference
basketball game Wednesday.
Nash's status became a
question mark when he and
Coach Don DeVoe started
shouting at each other last
Saturday after the Volunteers'
83-75 loss to Kentucky at
Lexington. The loss was the
fifth straight for the Vols,
"The situation hasn't
changed any with Kevin,"
DeVoe said Monday after
meeting with Nash. "He is as
he was before, on the
baskftball team and and in a
position to try and get us out of
this midseason slump we're
having."
Nash, a 6-foot-10 junior from
Trenton, Mich., and Ken-
tucky's La Von Williams were
caught fighting and ejected
from the game Saturday with
four minutes left in the first
half.
Walking off the floor after
the game, Nash snapped back
a terse reply when DeVoe
asked him, "Did you learn
anything?" ' The shouting
continued outside the dressing
room and then inside it.
-Kevin felt I was blaming
him for losing the game; I
wasn't," DeVoe said. "What'I
had to do was back off the
situation after the ballgame.
That is not a time when a
player or a coach can truly be
rational. The weekend gave us
that opportunity."
DeVoe said the Volunteers'
five consecutive losses after
opening the conference
schedule with seven straight
victories has raised tensions
on the team.
"Everything is always
magnified by losing," he said.
"That was a frustrating
moment for both of us. But it
was nothing atypical of what
happens between a player and
a coach in heated situations. It
happens a lot , of places but
most of the time it happens
inside the dressing room."
Games Postponed
The Murray High and
Calloway County basketball
games scheduled for tonight
have been postponed due to
bad weather.
The Murray game against
Marshall County has been
moved up to this Thursday
night while the Calloway at
Lone Oak has been postponed
until February 15.
Nash, who is averaging six
points and four rebounds a
game, at one point last
Saturday wondered if he was
still a member of the team.
-DeVoe said the situation never
deteriorated to that point.
REMOLD PAYS MORE FOR
YOUR HOGS, EVEN IF IT
DOESN'T BUY THEM!
Across the seven midwest states
and Georgia, over 90 Heinold Hog
Markets put a floor under the
price paid for hogs every day.
Each of these 90 markets is vested
with the full power of the-world's
largest independent hog buyer. . .
the company that buys more hogs
'from -More producers then arty
other hog marketing organization
. . the company that puts over





On that rare occasion when you
can get 50 cents a hundredweight
more from a Heinold competitor,
that's the place to sell—as long as
you realize if Heinold hadn't been
there it might have been $1 less!
When you think about it, there's
not much profit"ents extr. —
today, if it costs you dollar bills
tomorrow!
Get Heinold's bid
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Boys And Girls Who Placed In The Optimist
Tri-Star Pass, Dribble and Shoot Contest
8-Year-Olds — Lisa Henderson Ginger Billington (M
urray), Amy Burkeen; 9-
Year-Olds — Holly Thomas, Ken i Bellow, Kelley Howell (Mu
rray); 10-Yeor-Olds —
Khristy Anderson (Murray), Ginny Shaffer, Christy Fisher;
 11-Year-Olds —
Gabrielle Ntitrheil--tynthia-- hleilteff, Koren Aentstient; 
12-Year-04'ds — Cathy
Thweatt, Cori° Powers, Sherrie Gallimore (Murray); 13-Year-
Olds — Selise Ell-
ington, Raysho Roberts (Murray), Melanie Morris.
8-ifear-Olds — Craig Dick, John Cockran, David Robinson; 9-Year-Olds — Ron
Mangold, Patrick Gupton (Murray), Steven Hayden; 10-Year-Olds — Craig White,
Greg Futrell (Murray); 1l-Year-Olds — Scott Hamilton, Chuck Adams (Murray),
Kep Ellington; 12-Year-Olds — Mike Wilkins (Murray), Todd Major, David Cope:
13-Year-Olds — Denny Jones (Murray), Mike Rhodes, Robert Kyser.
Jesse Owens Faces Tough Battle
By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
While the country wrestles
with the dilemma of
boycotting the Moscow
Olympics, all oof us should
pause a moment and give a
thought to perhaps the
greatest Olympian of them all,
Jesse Owens.
Jesse, now 66, has had to
fight most of his life. Son of an
Alabama sharecropper, he
has had to overcome bias in
this country and slurs of being
-of an inferior race" when he
invaded Berlin for the 1936
Nazi Olympics.
The swift, coordinated black
athlete shamed Adolf Hitler
by winning four gold medals
and overcame numerous
obstacles to emerge as a
,,,,- eesful businessman,
.\ !Hence's Olympic "elder
.!atesman" and most fluent
.pokesman.
N ow he is facing his
;..,Lighest battle — lung cancer.
A telephone call to his
Ariz., home brought
il news. He is reacting
tavorably to drugs and
strength after
t:eatment at the University of
\ rizona Health Sciences
enter.
He is up and about," said,
tle. wife, Ruth, "and we are
encouraged, but he isn't up to
a lot of conversation."
Asked if Jesse had ex-
pressed himself on the present
olympic situation, Mrs.
Owens said: "Oh, no. He's not
ready to bite that bullet yet.
You know, he gets very
emotional."
There are few more
emotional or dynamic men
than Jesse Owens, who is
reminiscent of the late Dr.
Martin I.uther King when he
Lakes the podium in defense of
Olympic ideals and pride of
country.
"The Olympics have
become the whipping post of
politics," he once said, "but,
thank God, they are still run
by man. Man has a way of
over-riding such influences."
There is no indication how
Jesse would, view President
Carter's call for a Moscow
boycott. He undoubtedly
would be torn between
patriotism and a strong belief
in the sanctity of the Olympic
code.
While the press sep-
sationally played up the theme
that Hitler, surrounded by
storm troopers, snubbed the
black man who shattered the
Fuehrer's theory of Aryan
supremacy, Owens himself
always has downplayed the
incident.
"I don't know," Jesse said.
"I never looked toward the
box where Hitler and his
entourage sat. I was too busy
worrying about fulfilling my
childhood dream.
"I was conditioned to
discrimination when I went to
Berlin. I was not politically
oriented. None of us was. We
were too busy working on our
personal goals."
Patriot, preacher, am-
bassador, inspiration for the
young, Owens refused to
become embittered by early
hardships and emerged as an
unwavering booster of the
American way of life.
Owens has refused to be
disillusioned by the national
rivalries and politics that have
plagued the Games for years.
"You've got to be there to
appreciate it," Jesse said
recently. "Break bread
together, sing together, train
together and, at the end, see
athletes looking around for an
old friend from another
country to trade a tie, a jacket
or a tunic.
"That's the way I see the
Olympic Games."




Anything Kurt Thomas does,
he does to win. Finishing
second, he says, is like
finishing last.
"Winning is best,." said the
23-year-old gymnast, who last
year became the first
American to win an all-around
medal in international
competition. He added,
another first to his list of
accomplishments Monday
night as recipient of the
Amateur Athetic Union's
annual Sullivan Award as the
nation's top amateur athlete.
"This means a few things to
me," the former NCAA
champion from Indiana State
University said. "First, it's
important to me because it is
giverf.in Indiana, and this is
where my gymnastics really
began. Another thing is that
this is the most prestigious
award given."
Thomas, now an assistant
coach at Arizona State
University, beat out Renaldo
Nehemiah, the world record
holder in the high hurdles, and
15,y ear-old Cynthia
Woodhead, who set two world
and nine American Swimming
records in 1979, in the voting
for the 50th annual Sullivan
Award.
In addition to his own
personal achievements.
Thomas said he sees the
emergence of American
gymnasts as serious con-
tenders in international
competition as a source of "a
lot of satisfaction."
"It's definitely improved
overall," he said. "We
competed in the world
championships at Fort Worth,
Texas, in • December very
well as a team, winning the
Orangemen Win By 'Only' 35
. By The Associated Press
When they played last year,
the Syracuse basketball team
buried Siena by 52 points. It
wasn't as bad this time. The
Orangemen "only' won by 35.
-It ,was a good opportunity
to give everyone a shot to
play," said Syracuse Coach
Jim Boeheim after Monday
night's 99-64 rout. "It gave us
a chance to work on our
defense and positioning, and I
thought we did a good job on
our defense.
-Roosevelt (Bouie makes
such a difference against a
team like Siena. Roosevelt
dominates so much, they just
give up. They can't handle
him."
Last year's 144-92 Syracuse
romp _which set several all-
time school scoring records,
by the way, prompted a
tongue-in-cheek "Beat Siena
Week" on the Syracuse
campus. The promotion
brought banners, chants and a
sea of -Beat Siena" T-shirts to
Monday's game.
"Our only regret was that
they were making a zoo out of
the game," said Siena' guard
Rod Owens. "We took it very
seriously, I think all the
yelling and T-shirts got us
psyched up a little more.
The victory by the nation's
second-ranked team was one
of four by Top Twenty clubs
Monday/night. In other action,
No.3 Louisville whipped
Memphis State 88-60; No.9
Notre Dame trimmed Navy
67-53 and No.11 North Carolina
stopped Yale 85-74.
Darrell Griffith scored 31
points to lead Louisville:s
conquest of Metro Conference
foe Memphis State. Eight of
Griffith's points came in a 22-2
I.ouisville spurt midway
through the second half that
put the game out of the Tigers'
reach.
Orlando Woolridge scored 18
points to lead Notre Dame
over Navy. The Fighting Trip
outscored Navy1/429-7 at the foul
line in the second half en route
to their 15th victory in 18
games.
The Irish played once again
without forward Kelly
Tripucka, who sat out his
fourth straight game with a
strained back. He was joined
on the bench by Gilbert
Salinas, who sprained an
ankle Saturday night in Notre
Dame's 105-71 victory over
Davidson.
Mike O'Koren's 20 points
paced North Carolina over
Yale. The Tar Heels played
for the most part without the
services of three of their top
players — Rich Yonakor,
Dave Colescott and John
Virgil, all suffering injuries.
How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect. . .
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is im-
possible lel them when to
come and collect.
"I thought we played good
defense in the first half," said
North Carolina Coach Dean
Smith, but added, -In the
second half, we kept comink
down and missing open 15-
footers and they would get the
rebound and go down and
score."
Elsewhere, Michael Brooks
scored a game-high 30 points'
to lead LaSalle over Lehigh 90-
79; Randy Smithson and Mike
Jones teamed for 25 points to.
lead Wichita State over New
Mexico State 80-78; Bill Fields
scored 23 points as Providence
defeated Canisius 88-72; Terry
Adolph scored 27 points and
dished out 14 assists to pace-
West Texas State past Tulsa
92-80 and Rosie Barnes hit a
jump shot with 20 seconds to
go in overtime, lifting Bowling
Green to a 79-78 decision over
Ball State.
Also, Mike Doyle triggered
a second-half rally and Jim
Strickland scored a career-
high 25 points .to lead South
Carolina over Rhode Island 84-
75; Edmund Sherod-ann--iiM
Harris sparked a 16-4 run to
help Virginia Commonwealth
beatgNew Orleans 72-64; a 26-
point performance by Ricky
Pierce led Rice over Wright
State 84-78; South Alabama
,lefeated Jacksonville 65-58 as
Ed Rains scored 15 points;
David Little, Kent Williams
and Ralph Brewster each
scored 12 points as Texas Tech
beat Texas AdiM 6343- and
LaSalle Thompson led Texas
to a 54-point firsehalf and the
Longhorns went on to an 84-82
victory over Houston.
Sammy Ellis scored 25
points and Carlton Neverson
hit two key free throws with 12
seconds left to lead Pitt over
Eastern Kentucky 80-78; Jon
Hanley's 18 points paced
Xavier over Cincinnati 77-69;
Rodney - Arnold hit foiir foul
shots in the final 18 seconds to
lead Florida State past
Auburn 73-69; Brad Branson's
19 points paced SMU over
Baylor 73-69; Delmar
Harrod's 27 points helped St.
Bonaventure beat Detroit 88-,
86; Lewis Lloyd's 30 points
paced Drake over Indiana
State 85-80; Scott Hastings and
U.S. Reed teamed for 27 points
as Arkansas beat TCU 77-47;
Richard Wright's two free
throws- with four seconds left
clinched Oregon's 82-81 vic-
tory over Southern Cal and







Floating like the proverbial
butterfly and stinging like a
bee with his remarks,
Muhammad All continued his
suddenly controversial tour of
Africa today.
U.S. State Department
officials say, in fact, that All's
recent acerbic statements
"are giving us a little hear-
tburn."
--15e-WeIT-InoiinToxer, on a
five-nation tour of Africa
theoretically to drum up
support for President Carter's
stand against the Moscow
Olympics this summer, was
anything but diplomatic
Monday in Nairobi, Kenya,
when he called the United
States and Russia "the bad-
dest two white men in
history."
The presidential envoy also
turned against Carter when he
told a news- conference that
the President had put him on
the spot by asking him to
defend the UST-rem:CI in-
Africa.
"I'm not here to Jake
America's whipping," All said
on the second stop of his tour.
"I am totally against South
Africa."
Ali appeared to be startled
when reporters asked him




fighting against the remaining
white colonial regimes.
Ali said he would tell
President Carter in
Washington next week, "if you
(Mr a move against- South-
Africa...then these people will
be glad to aid you.
Ali said Africans also
resented being asked to stay
away from the Moscow
Games to protest the Soviets'
military intervention in
Afghanistan, although the
United States refused to join
an African boycott of the 1976
Olympics in Montreal to
protest western sports links
with Africa.
."African people have all the
right to se, to ifs: If you
didn't support us, why should
- ortybitee_r
Ali was scheduled to meet
religious and %Ports leaders
today before leaving Wed-
nesday for West Africa.
bronze medal. And this is the
first time we've had much
depth."
Thomas, an intense per-
fectionist, finished fourth in
tlie World Cup meet in Tokyo
in June, then was runnerup in
,the all-around to Russia's
Aleksandr Ditiatin in the
7
world championships. It was
the highest finish ever for an
American gymnast in the
world championships.
Thomas earned a gold
medal in the horizontal bar,
tied for another gold in the
floor exercise, won a silver
medal in the pommel horse
and shared another silver 'in
the parallel bars.
Never satisfied with second
place. Thomas said he
nonetheless .felt "really
pleased with my competition.
I hit 22 of 22 routines without a
major break."
SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College Basketball Scores
EAST
American 89. West Chester 64
Forilham 62, Army 58
MA) Cross 75. Manhattan 56
ions 65. St Peter's, NJ 62.01
LaSalle 90, Lehigh 79
New Hampshire 99, Merrmack 75
Niagara 88, Gannon 86
Old Dominion 66, Stetson 64
Penn State 53 Vermont 40
Pittsburgh 80, E Kentucky 78
Providence 88, lazusius 72
St. llonasenture$8, Detroit 86
Syracuse 99. Siena 64
Towson Si 54, Fairfield 52
Tufts 85, LeMoyne 64
Villanova 94, Drexel 76
Wagner 70, Boston U 50
sotrni
Alcorn St. 87, Grambling 72
Appslacham St.47, Marshall 41
Citadel 90,S Carobrui-Coastal .
E Tennessee St. IS. VIM 71
Fayetteville St. 74, Norfolk St. 64
Florida St 73, Auburn 01
Georgia Southern 74. Mercer 72
Johnson C Smith as, Virginia St, 17
Louisville'', Memphis St 60
Nicholls Si.74, NW Lowsiatui 59
N Alabama 94, Columbus College 71
N Carotene 85, Yale 74
N Georgia 82. Piedmont 72 .
S Alabama 65, Jacksonville
S Carolina 164, Rhode Island 75
S Carolina St 56, Baptist $5
SW 1,yuisiana 75. Lamar 64
Tenn -Chattanooga 90. Davidson 75
Tennessee St 62, Tennessee Tech 61
V. Commonwealth 72, New Orleans
1.4
W Virginia St 89. Concord 78
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 79, Ball State 78, OT
Drake 85, Indiana State 80
Notre Dame 67, Navy 53
Oral Roberts 82, Evansville 79
S Mississippi 69. St Lows 52
Toledo 73, N Illinois 70
W illinois 75, SE louisiana 61
Wichita St 80. New Mexico St. 78
Xavier, Ohio 77, Cincinnati 69
S4ft11116 FST
Abilene Christian 62. E Texas St 52
Arkansas 74. 47
Ark State 61, McNeese State 60
Rice 84, Wright St 76
Sam Houston St 61, Texas Alial 59
Southern' Methodist 73. Hay or 69
SW Texas Si 54.StephenF Austin 52
Texas 84, Houston 12
Texas Southern 79, Mississippi Valley
70
Texas Tech 63, Texas A&M 53




Laurel Co 91 McCrea y Cent 56
Girls
Anderson Co 62 /tarrodsburg 19
Bracken Co 51 Bourbon ('n46
• Christian ('0 58 Henderson Co 36
Clark to 77 Montgomery Co 37
Edmonson Co 56 Bowling Green 45
Erlanger Lloyd 53 Highlands 43
Franklin Co 61 Scott Co 65
Greenup ('o54 Raceland 47 /
Henry Clay 61 Rath Co 39
Henry ('o67 Carroll Co Si
Hopkinsville 60 Ft Campbell 40
Hughes Kirk 60 Chandlers Chapel 55
Knox Cent 58 RockrastJe ('0 41 -
LaRue Co 56 N Hardin 54
Lawrence Co 58 Paintsville 40
Lafayette 72 Harrison Co 45
laurel Co 41 Wayne ('o32
Lou Moore 57 Ballard 55
Madison tent 54 Estill ('o52 OT
Marion Co 71 Danville 21
McCrea, Cent 61 Eubank 39
Mercer Co 48 Jessamine Co 45
Millilentlerg Cent 110 I ewisburg 46
Oldham ('o64 Shelby Co 42
Owensboro 81 Hancock CO 35
Pans 90 Maysville 45
Pendleton Co 61 Gelato+ Co 57
Russell Co 63 Casey Co 43
Sheldon Clark 69 Belfry '60
Whitesburg 52 Jenkins 47
Woodford ('0 47 Bryan Station 37
FAR WEST
Oregon 92, Southern 'al 81
Regis 63, I NM, er
The AP
Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in The Associ-
ated Press college basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses, recta*
and total points Points based on 2611-116
17-16-15-14-1141-1140 44-74444-21
1 DePaul ,5111 1114
2 Syracuse 20-1
3 lauisville 18-2
4 Oregon St 10-2
5 Kentucky • 114
Inutslana St 16-4
7 Maryland 16-3
1 St Jahn's, N Y 111-2
9 Notre Dame 154
10 Duke 17-4
II N Carolina 16-4
12 Purdue 14-6
13 Mao St 14-6
14 Brigham Young 17-4
15 Missouri 16-4
IS Gamow 134
17 Weber St 18-2
11 Virginia 164

























CHICAGO BULLS Waived Sam
Smith, guard Activated Scott May, for-
ward, from the injured list
NEW JERSEY NETS- Traded John
Williamson, guard, and future con-
siderations to the Washington Bullets for
Roger Plies ley , guard
FtRYTBALL
Slittlasal Football League
GREEN BAY PACKERS - Named
John Marshall special teams coach
LOS ANGELES RAMS—Named
Lionel Taylor cifferisive coordinator
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
4COMING SOON
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Once upon a time, owning a
woodstove was all the evidence
necessary to indicate you were
a rugged individualist living in
the backwoods
Today, you could own a
woodstove and be from any-
where.
The energy crisis and the
high cost of home heating have
helped make woodstoves status
symbols for, suburbanites and
city dwellers The number of
woodstoves has escalated to the
hundreds.
And the look of stoves can
vary widely. Some models
closely resemble the old, 19th-
century Franklin stoves Others
look like miniature furnaces.
The popularity of woodstoves
is not hard to fathom when you
realize they are far more ef-
ficient producers of heat from
wood than fireplaces. The new-
er, airtight models are capable
of heating a home efficiently
without any additional source
of heat.
On a scale of 100, for ex-
ample, fireplaces could register
at zero while a properly in-
stalled woodstove could be ex-
tracting as much as SO percent
of the total combustion energy
available in the wood.
Fireplaces, it has been
shown, actually draw already-
heated, warm air from the
room up the chimney to pro-
vide combustion for a burning
log_ To maximize the amount of
heat delivered, it would be nec-
essary to install an airtight
woodstove
Fur a family that already has
a fireplace and a chimney, in-
stalling a woodstove is quite
simple It's merely a matter of
buying the stove and hooking it
up to the chunney
If there is no fireplace, a
stove must be installed with
proper clearance from com-
bustible walls and a chimney
and flue must be built
People who object to losing
the pleasure of wanting an
open fire can opt for a coni-
binauon stove and fireplace
unit, known as a combi-stove,
which, though airtight when the
doors are closed, allows for
viewing the fire through open
doors when the occasion war-
rants it.
Among other advantages of a
stove over a fireplace is that it
uses fewer logs, burning for as
long as 12 to 14 hours on one
load of wood. A number of the
newer models are capable of tak-
ing either wood or coal as fuel.
And a few models convert to oil
heat as well.
Many wood stoves are used
primarily for heating; others
are used primarily for 'cooking.
But some stoves combine the
two functions in one unit.
Prices for stoves vary widely,
depending on the size of the
unit, the ease of cleaning it,
heating capacity and durability.
One dealer estimated that the
prices range from a little over
$100 to about $1,000. The major-
ity of stoves appear to be in the
•$300 to $600 range, he said, not
including installation.
The question of whether to
purchase a steel or a cast-u-on
stove is debated on both sides_
Each material has its adhe-
rents. But most authorities
agree that cast-iron stoves are
longer-lasting and less subject
to the warping that plagues
steel stoves. In all cases, the
better stoves are lined with
firebrick to protect them from
deformation in the case of steel
or cracking in the case of cast
iron.
Although there are many
American woodstoves, this is
one product line where imports
have achieved major dis-
tribution. The European stoves,
which often feature a raised de-
sign and bright, porcelain-
enameled colors, have attract-
ed many consumers.
No matter what kind of stove
is used, the importance of prop-
er chimney maintenance cannot
be overemphasized. Creosote
deposits are more likely to
build up inside the chimney
with woodstove operation than
they are under normal fire-
place usage. Consequently,
switching to a woodstove is
likely to lead to a fire hazard
unless more attention is paid to
maintaining a clean chimney.
Before making a final pur-
chasing decision, it is wise to
consult several retailers and to
do some reading on your own.
One of a number of books on
woodstoves is "Modern and
Classic Woodburning Stoves,"






Q. - We moved into a very
old house recently. The back
rim of the bathtub is separated
from the ceramic tile on the
wall, not much but enough to
be noticeable. What caused
_ this, and is there anything that
can be done about it?
A. - According to American
Standard Association specifica-
tions, tub hangers or specualn-
stallation hooks must be tired
in certain types of tub in-
stallations. When such hangers
are not used - and they were
not required many years ago -
drying out of the floor joists
causes the tub to settle lust a
bit, creating the space you
mentioned. The fault, therefore,
lies in the tub installation and
has nothing to do with the tiles.
Dig out all the caulking or
cracked grout between the tUb
and -tiles and start afresh.
Make sure the joint is thor-
oughly cleaned and dry, then
recaulk. Many good, non-shrin-
kable nest caulks are on the
market and are available in
caulking tubes.
Q. - What does the designa-
tion "closed coat" mean on the
label around a package of sand-
Now Is Time To
Improve Home
Insulation
I ma reserws .ire diminishing
and fuel et ym., are increasing.
Inflation oton't wait. With, 
thisin mind, inns is the time
to improse the insulation of
sour home. Now is the time
to cut down on wasted en-
errand reduce the expense
aheating y our •home.
Cultivating good habits.
like checking thermostats




ed is well worthwhile. Today,
every'homei iwner faces profs-
lenis of keeping a home
comfortable and maintaining
its appearance and value.
Bevnolds Aluminum Build-
ing Products offer solutions
to these problems: Solutions
which will help pay for them-
selves 1)s reducing mainte-
nance and energy costs.
They'll save you timr and
energy. What's more, they'll
save money and help you
light inflation.
Insulation in your attic and
beneath rooms over unheat-
ed areas or crawl spaces cart
. pay dividens in savings on
heating and cooling costS.
Combination storm win-
dowS-and doors will insulate
wincidav areas and help block
air infiltration.
Proper insulation and alu-
minum siding over your er-
terior walls will help seal up
the greatest exposed area of
your home, And aluminum
siding can save on future
paint jobs. In the long run,
worth insulating and .re-
siding now. •
paper"'
A. - Close-coated sandpaper
means the mineral particles on
the backing are close together.
This type of paper is used for
most general sanding. An open
coating means the particles on
the backing are spaced far
apart. This allows the sanded
material to fall free without
clogging the sandpaper which
can therefore be used for re-
moving paint or working on old .
finishes or gummy surfaces.
Q. - I used a wood filler on
some oak furniture a few years
ago and got a good result, but I
can't remember now whether I
used a sealer before putting on
the varnish. Is a sealer neces-
sary?
A. - Yes. It prevents the
possibility of the finishing ma-
terial, varnish or anything else,
dislodging the filler from the
wood pores. The sealer can be
shellac or any other sealer rec-
ommended by your dealer after
you explain to him exactly how
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Interior painting and exterior
painting have a number of
things in common, the most im-
portant of which is the necessi-
ty of primer surface prepara-
tion. In either case, prepare the
surface and you are halfway to
a good result.
For interior painting, the
walls and ceiling must be free
of loose dirt, peeling paint, oil
and grease. The easiest way to
remove loose dirt is with a vac-
uum-cleaner attachment or a
dry mop, with emphasis on the
word dry. Oil, grease, etc., can
be taken off with an odorless
paint thinner or detergent.
Loose paint should-be • scraped
and any cracks -or holes-filled
with patching plaster or spackl-
ing compound.
Where gloss or semigloss
enamels have been used in
kitchens and bathrooms and on
woodwork, the gloss should be
ONO M.
IMMO
it IS to be used. It is vital that
the filler be 100 percent dry be-
fore applying the sealer. To be
certain of this, allow at least
twice as much-time for the dry-
ing as recommended. Thus, if
the label on the can of paste
filler says it is the I2-hour dry-
ing type, wait 24 hours before
putting on the sealer. When the
sealer is dry, sand 'It with a
very fine grade of sandpaper,
using a light touch. The surface
is then ready for the final fin-
iah. .
(The techniques of using
wood filler, .varnish, lacquer,
shellac, bleach, remover, etc.,
are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood Finishing in the
Home," available by sending 50
cents PLUS a long, stamped,
s e If-addressed envelope to
" Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunt-
ington,N.Y, 11743. Questions of
general interest will be an-
swered in the column, but indi-
vidual correspondence cannot
he undertaken.)
dulled with sandpaper or with
de-glossing Liquids available
from your paint dealer, since
paint will not adhere well to
slick surfaces. If wax has been
used on the woodwork, this,
too, must be removed, prefera-
bly with a wax remover. If you
decide to use any kind of paint
thinner, be sure there is plenty
of ventilation and that you do
nost smoke while working.
Most walls and ceilings are
painted these days with rollers,
although some persons still pre-
fer brushes. Either brushes or
edging rollers are used where
walls and ceilings meet.
In painting window sashes,
start with the vertical mem-
bers,- then the horizontals, then
the sash frames. Follow with
.the sash tracks, then the cas-
ings, beginning with the top
sections. Paint the edges first
and then the face surfaces, end-
ing with the sills. After that,
paint the doors; first, the cas-
ings, then the door edges that
Fungus-Free Reflective
Energy Saver Shingles
Deep shadow lines are a
feature of Dimensional Shake
asphalt roofing shingles. a-
vailable from the Celotex
Roofing Products Division
of Jim Walter Corporation.
The extra thick tabs and
unique curl design of these
shingles create the deep shad-
()Mine effect of real hand-
split shakes. Dimensional
Shake Shingles are available
in Bark Brown. Desert Wood,
Woodtone and Shadow Gras
An exclusive random tab
design is a key feature of the
Asphalt Rustic Shingles-avail-
able from Celotex. Contrast-
ing shadow bands give these




sAlt r ePES OF WOODWORKING
*NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
*CABINET HARDWARE -
.4/so
*CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR 010
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT
1212 Main, Murra , K 753-5910
Celotex produces these shin-




of white roofing in hot, humid
climates. a Fungus Resistant '
Shingle (FRS ) is available
from the Celotex Roofing
Products Division of Jim
Walter Corporation. A spe-
cial zinc granule formulation.
activated by rain or dew
running off the roof, prevents
the growth of fungi which
cause streaky discoloration
of white roofs. This fungi
protection is warranteed for
15 years by Celotex on their
Tropical White "FRS- as,
_ phalt 
For further information,
write: Celotex Roofing Prod-
ucts Division, P.O. Box
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OPEN PLANNING with needed privacy are featured in this one-story passive solar con-
temporary ranch. The entrance foyer is central to all main areas, with the kitchen and
Family room to therlight and three bedrooms-and-two- baths totheleft.-A-largeeapenseef-
glass permits radiant solar energy to enter the house, which has 1,584 square feet of
habitable space. For more information on Plan HAI 1 3 3H write-enclos-
ing a stamped, self-addressed envelope-to Homes for Living Inc.. 107-40 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, N.Y.. 113 7 5 .,
Officials Say Winter Brings
Increase In Number Of Fires
• By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer a
An unattended fireplace. A
carelessly placed electric
heater. An oven door left open
for heat.
These are the things that
tragedy is made of during the
winter months.
More than 6,000 persons died
in fires in 1978, according to
the National Safety Council.
More than four out of five
were killed in residential fires.
Fire prevention officials say
there is a definite increase in
swing toward the rooms being
painted. Paint the baseboards
last.
Oil-base paints are durable,
highly resistant to staining and
damage, can withstand
frequent scrubbings and give
good one-coat coverage. Many
latex paints are., advertised as
having similar properties. The
main advantages of latex are
easier application, 'faster dry-
ing and simpler tool cleanup.
The brushes, rollers and other
equipment can be cleaned with
soap and water. Paints usually
come in three finishes gloss,
semigloss and flat. Glossy fin-
ishes are easy to clean. Flat
finishes reduce glare but be-
come dirty more easily. Semi'
glosses have properties of both
glossy and flat finishesaarith- -
both oil and latex paints avail-
able in all three types.
Kinds of paints for -different
surfaces, step-by-step proce-
dures and techniques for the
use of brushes and rollers are
explained in Andy Lang's book-
let, "Paint Your House Inside
and Out," available by sending
50 cents PLUS along, stamped.
s e If-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunt-
ington, N.Y. 11743.1
the number of fires in the
winter. People spend more
time indoors and turn to
makeshift sources of heat to
keep warm.
According to statistics
collected by the U.S. Fire
Administration, more than 10
percent of all residential fires
are associated with heating
devices.
The National Bureau of
Standards says that many
people also underestimate the
time it takes a fire to spread.
According to the bureau, you
may have only two minutes
from the time a fire begins
until the room is engulfed by
what's known as the
"flashover." If you have any
doubt about your ability to put
out a fire quickly and easily,
leave the houseimMediately.
Don't wait to call the fire
department. Use a neighbor's
telephone.
Here are some of the things
you can do to avoid trouble:
PORTABLE ELECTRIC
HEATERS
Look for a model with a
broad, solid base and an
automatic cut-off switch that
will turn the heater off if it tips
over accidentally. Check to
see if the heater has been
tested by • one of the major
laboratories and make sure
the teat applies to-the entire
unit—not just to the cord.
Find out if your heater
needs a separate electric-
t  Don't -*try to—tale
shortcuts and assume you will
be safe. Have an electrician
install proper wiring before
you use the heater and always
follow the Manufacturer's
instructions.
Keep heaters away from
curtains, furniture and walk-
ways and do not use them to
dry clothing. As a general
rule, if a wall or nearby object
Refrigerator Giving Out?
Here's Good News
If your refrigerator is about .
to gasp its last breath and
you're considering replace-
ment. keep in • mind that
you're limited-hy4heapacx
your present, appliance oc:
cupies.
But tire irthir a_pleasant
surprise.
Because of design im-
provements since you bought
your present model. you're
probably going to have a lot
more room' in your freezer
than you have now.' as well
as more fresh-food capacity.
And you can get the added
convenience of never having
to defrost again.
Even if you alon't_have
lot of space in your kitchen.
there's a two-door model.
from Hotpoint that'll fit info
-a space 28 niches -wide and
Only 61 inches high. including
--igrsi!intee-fetrisirrisculatitni -
yet will still give you 4.58-
cubic-feet of freezer space
and 9.61-cubic-feet for fresh
food. Yes: It's No-Frost.
Or if you have a space
vailable Ws- by 301/2-inches.
.Ffotpoint has a deluxe two-
door, No-Frost model that
measures a generous 20.8-
cubic-feet overall, with an
abundant freezer section of
6,94-cubic-feet. Just think of 
the ice capacity.
Eight (if Hotpoint's Top
Freezer, No-Frost models are
equipped for an optional
automatic ice-maker. and all
have the Erwin Saver switch.
Moreover these models fea-
ture separate egg storage.
produce crispers. deep door •
shelves, and convenient door
stops to protect nearby walls
and cabinets. And most of
them roll out onwheels for
easier floor cleaning.
So if it's time for you. To •
replace your refrigerator.
yutire4eltelfterfind ebb 
capaciiy plus extra features
--a all fitting into. the same
Space as your. present mod-
el.
feels-hot to the touch, it is too
close to the heater. Warn
children not to poke fingers or
toys through protective
guards and keep a close eye on
toddlers whenever they are in
the same' room with heaters.
Avoid using electric space
heaters in bathrooms. Never
touch one with wet hands. -
KITCHEN STOVES
Never use a gas range or
oven to heat your kitchen. It
could produce potentially
dangerous levels of carbon
monoxide
Do not leave oven doors on
any kind of stove open.




Make' sure there is proper
ventilation. Many fuels, in-
cluding kerosene, propane and
coal, produce deadly fumes.
You also need to get fresh air
to prevent suffocation that can
be caused by a heater con-
suming oxygen as fuel burns.
Gas Equipment More
Efficient Than Ever
he S. Department ot En-
erg.:, appliance efficiency
testing procedures hear it out
- new gas appliances and
furnaces are real money sav-
ers user the competition.
l'sing D.O.E. testing pro-
cedures and national average
energy costs. the Energy
Sas ings Payback figures of
'new. more efficient gas ap-
pliances and heating equip-
ment are very impressive.
Compared to consentional
gas equipment and electric
units. the E.S.P. savings with
the latest, efficient gas units,
'equipped with intermittent
ignition devices are dramatic.
according to the American
Gas Association iA.G.Ai.
The newer, more efficient
gas equipment maximizes the
inherent cost advantages of
gas to save customers even
mor money than before.
Gas heating is far more
economical and efficient than
electric heating. Five recent
government and industry
studies all agree that gas is
more. than twice as efficient
as electricity for residential
space heating with conven-
tional furnaces. An A.G.A.
analysis compares the results
of sludies- by--the U.S. De-
partment of Energy, an inde-
pendant research group. Pa-
cific Gas and Electric Com-
pany and two A.G.A. reports.
The analysis concludes that
-even,--wheri-advaneedaend-- 
use equipment is used, gas
efficiency is 25 to 100 per-
cent highgr than electricity.
Additionally, the cost dif-
ference between gas and
electric heating is even great-
er than that between gas and
oil, with electric heat cur:
rently costing up to four times
what gas heat costs.
Switching from Mr° gas
has the additional benefit of
reducing U.S. oil imports. a
Lector which figures prom-
inemlY io Preaident Carter's
endorsement' of maximum
possible use of gas for resi-
dential heating by convert-
ing whereverpossible. The
President's energy program
reflects what consumers have
already figured out - that
gas home heating is far and
away the most economical
and efficient system.
Recognizing the advan-
tages of gas energy and to-
day's plentiful supply. state
public utility commissions are
dropping restrictions and
moratoria on gas hookups
which have held back con-
versions in the recent pap.
In 1976. for example. more
than 50 percent of the na-
tion's gas customers lived in
areas subject to gas hookup
restrictions. Today only a-
bout six percent of these
areas served by gas are under
_policies of restriction.
These new, efficient gas
appliances are not only far
Tess expensive to run than
Laundry Room Can Be
A Whole Lot More
Green thumbs can lead to dirty thumbs and hands and
clothes. So a potting room/laundry room combination can
be an ideal solution to a gardener s problem This clean-up
center opens out into a mini-greenhouse, and features a
convenient sink, ample storage space, and a Hotpoint laundry
pair This is just one of the ways a home s laundry area can
be expanded into multiple uses
electnc units. but significant-,
la cheaper than cons ent asnal •
gas appliances, as well.
For exampk. new intermit-
tent ignition -equipped gas
ranges cost up to 33 percent
less to operate than conven-
tional gas ranges with pilot
lights and 45 percent less,
operate than ekctric ranges,
A.G.A. states. New gas dryers
with intermittent ignition
devices are 31 percent less
expensive to operate than
conventional gas dryers in
use and a whopping 70 per-
cent less than new electric__
dryers.
Similar savings are availa-
ble with the new efficient
gas water heaters, which save
24 percent over convention-
al gas models and 65 percent
over electric heaters. And
for home heating. gas con-
tinues to be the best buy by
far. An efficient gas furnace
equipped with intermittent
ignition costs up to 19.5 per-
cent less to operate than a
pilot light-equipped gas fur-
nace and 75 percent less than
electric resistance furnaces.
The E.S.P. savings of these
more efficient gas appliances
are impressive inflation fight-
ers every-year-they:re oper-
ated. What is especially im-
pressive, however, is the
money they save over their
lifetimes,
For example. the.-1-Iyear
life span of an efficient gas
furnace over a conventional
gas unit yields an E.S.P. sav-
ings of up to S982.43. and a
40-gallon gas efficient water
heater will save up to $204
over its 10-year lifetime, com-
pared to its conventional gas
counterpart, according to
A.G.A.An efficient gas range
saves up to $8.04 per year
over a conventional gas unit
and. dyer the range's 13-year
. life span, those savings add
up to an impressive E.S.P.
savings of $104.52.
Even greater savings are
realized when gas efficient
equipment is compared to
. electric units. An electric gas
range is almost twice as ex-
pensive to operate as a gas
efficient range. The E.S.P.
savings over a range's 13-year
lifespan is up to S169.53, since
a gas range costs 45.1 per-
cent less to operate than an
electric range. A central
furnace using electricity costs
up to $962 per year to oper-
ate, as opposed to $238 for a
gas efficient furnace - a 75
percent savings with gas.
which amounts to as much
as S12,298 savings over the
furnace's 17:year lifespan.
Equally remarkable is an
E.S.P. figure of up to S1.583
for the 15-year lifespan of a
gas efficient water heater.
compared to an electric unit
which costs nearly three
times as much to operate.
Copier on
the blink?
Better see the new -very
reliable-A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has allot the "most
wanted' features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
-including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies
copy both sides and use
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fib) HEALTH 
New hope for acne
Lawrence E. LamD, M: D.
DEAR DR LAMB 1 read
a Magazine article algiut-a—
new treament for acne. I'm 29
years old and have had acne
since I was 13. This new treat-
ment is 13--cis retinoic acid ta
vitamin A acid that's taken
orally). I was wondering how
effective this treatment is and
if there are any side effects.
DEAR READER - The
preliminary research work on
the new derivative of vitamin
A is promising. The results
noted, in individuals with
severe acne that hasn't
responded well to other treat-
ment is really quite remar-
kale.
This new treatment is not
available for doctors to pre-
scribe to patients at this time.
It's still undergoing testing.
While the results are good. it
needs to be tested long enough
to be sure that there are no
important side effects or coin-
plications of the Inedicine
itself.
I'd like to point out that this
is not the same thing as stand-
ard vitamin A that people can
buy in. .stores. Often young
people will try to take large
amounts of vitamin A to con-
trol acne. It doesn't and.
worse than that, too much
vitamin A can cause a vita-
min A toxicity.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 8-2,
Acne Can Be Treated. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with along.
stamped. self-addressed enve-
lope for it.. Send .your request
to me, in care of this newspa-
per. P.O. Box 151. Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019.
This issue will provide the
necessary information that
you need to do whatever can









































































Answer to Monday's Puzzle
CC T 10 EIG1313



























































Basically. this entails using
warm, moisT
loosen the fattN secretions
that have plugged the pores of
the skin and effort to decrease
the overproduction of the oily
sebum material to begin with
If such simple measures
don't work to provide ade-
quate control of acne, a per-
son really should see a doctor
There are many things he can
do for you, including prescrib-
ing antibiotics when needed.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
a friend who broke his neck in
a diving accident six years
ago and is now paralyzed
from the waist down Recent-
ly I've heard of experimental
operations being performed
on dogs that have been suc-
cessful in reconstructing the
break. Has this type of opera-
tion ever been performed suc-
cessfully on human beings" If
so. I would appreciate any
information you might have
concerning this.
DEAR READER - Some •
other readers might not know
that the spinal cord . and the
brain will not regenerate if
they've been injured. That's
why if you damage the spinal
cord in the right 'plaee, you
may be paralyzed.
For years doctors have
sought some means of induc-
ing regeneration in injuries of
the cord and brain - without
-a-lot,ofsuccess-
You probably read about
some recent research in which
the ,spinal. cord in dogs was
crushed and then the segment
that was crushed was cut out
and replaced- With a special
nerve tissue grafting which
did result in regrowth of the
damaged area. That's very
promising research but it's
still at the animal stage. It
will be quite a while yet
before we know whether or
not it will be successful in
humans. And even then it may
be - useful only in those who
have recent injuries. •
OVC BASKETBALL
The Murray _ State
University men's Racer
basketball team will be in
Morehead for an OVC game
with the Morehead Eagles,
beginning at 7:30 p.m. I EST)
on Thursday, Feb. 7, The Lady
Racers also will play the
Morehead women's team in a
game beginning at 5:15 p.m.
preceeding the men's game.
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Information To Be Released Next Week
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky .State Police have
been upheld _by The attorney
general's office in their
refusal to release certain
information on Sgt. Eugene
Coffey. of Elizabethtown, who
shot and killed a Kentucky
fugitive in Illinois.
The police investigation is
being conducted by Com-
missioner Ken Brandenburgh,
who has returned from a trip
to Illinois. Brandenburgh said
Monday through an aide that
he will release his findings
next week.
The shooting of Clyde Daniel
Graham in an Effingham
motel Dec. 8, has prompted
introduction of a legislative
resolution for a General
Assembly investigation.
A coroner's inquest at,
Effingham last month
resulted .in a verdict of
justifiable homicide. Graham
had been sought in the
shooting death of, another
st.ac trooper, Eddie Harris,
1.1st November' near
Elizabethtown.
The Louisville  Tirncititg
tht open records law, had
Lit.tit reports and documents
w . official evaluation of
ottey 's performance as a
st.,tc trooper and all data used
in making the evaluation.
It is our opinion that the
e,‘ lua non documents sought
here contain material of a
personal nature where the
public disclosure would
e•onstitute a clearly un-




....We must balance a
public interest purpose for
-tirs('losure of personal in-
formation against the
potential Invasion of in-
- diVidual privacy."
Normally, attorney
general's opinions are ad-
visory and without force of
Law. But in open records arid
open meeting cases, the
opioion is the law, subject to
appeal to courts.
"-The mere evaluation of a
state policeman's per-
formance is a matter of
opinion and, standing alone,
does not constitute any action
on the part of the Kentucky
State Police," Runyan said.
He told Brandenburgb that
"in denying the .copying and
Inspection of the requested
evaluation records, you acted
consistent -with the -provision
of the open records law."
A number of news reporters
have tried without success to
contact Coffey for comment.
Brandenburgh has said
Coffey's unavailability simply
is a matter of privacy and
keeping "the phone from
ringing off the hook."
One of Brandenburgh's
aides -sattrthe-rtIffithiSV-oiiiif,--
who talked with the head of
state police in Illinois and with
Effinghani police last week, is
preparing his report for the
justice secretary and
governor.
Special To Take Look
At Teenage Alcoholism
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Department for Human
Resources is hoping a network
television program scheduled
next month will help Kentucky
parents and youths take a
closer look at a growing
problem teenage
alcoholism.
The two-hour special, "The
Barber Will Not Lobby
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
State Superintendent of Public
instruction tiayroond1U?&T-
says he will not lobby against
.professicinal "negotiations for
Kentucky teachers, although
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
"knows I ran (for office) in
opposition to mandatory.
bargaining."
The latest attempt at a
professional negotiations law
began- Friday with a bill in-
troduced by state Sen. William
Quinlan, D-Louis-ville, on
behalf of the administration.
Barber, who spoke Monday
to the Kentucky School Boa rds
Association's annual meeting,
said Quinlan's bill "has its
problems."
He predicted the measure
would not survive the Senate
or House in its present form,
but declined to say what
changes he thought should be
made in the bill.
_ _ "The members of the
General Assembly are quite
capable of making whatever










reporters. Barber avoided the
controversial subject in his
address to the KSBA. instead,
--h-Turgerflocal school districg
to assume greater respon-
sibility in education funding.
The state and federal
governments now pay 78
percent of the tab. Barber
indicated the state could not
continue that level of funding
indefinitely, but said he would
ask the legislature for a
substantial increase through
the next two fiscal years.'
Barber's office in Frankfort
said the budget request for
fiscal 1981 would be $1.2 billion
- $96 million more than was
requested for the current
fiscal year - and $1.3 billion
for fiscal 1982. '
"Financing is very im-
portant in doing what we'd
like to achieve, but over the
last four years (local school
boards have probably
become spoiled," Barber said.
"I believe this trend must
swing back in the other
direction. As to how we re
going to do that remains to be
seen."
He set no goal for locai
spending, but Stressed to those
at the meeting- that local
financing would give school
boards more control of .their
districts.
Barber said man interview
the "momentum" for state
spending on education
"picked up considerably"
during Julian Carroll's ad-
ministration. He added Brown
"in the near future" would
recommend ways in which
• local 'spending could be in-
creased.
It "stands to reason" those
recommendations would
include local tax increases or




 Frances Drake 
4-tiff* 
FOR WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 6,1980
What kind of day will You can't be serious all the
tomorrow be? To find out what time. An important financial
the stars say, read the.: decision is reached.
forecast given for your birth LIBRA
Sign. Sept. 23 to Oct. n ) —
If you want to take a new
lease on life, you'll have to
come to terms with a past
issue. Opt for creative activity
instead of escapism;
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Inet
A friend may seem cold or
indifferent. You may tire of
the social scene and seek
solitude. A time for *self-
analysis and freshwork project or abandon. it.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Secret money worries. A
partner brimming over with
new thoughts. Co-workers-
pOssibly unsympathetic.
Enemies use subtle tactics.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Not everybody is sympatico
at a party. A time to finish a
.casual interest. F.Iders may-be.




(June 21 to July 221 1814C)
A child is determined,
Follow through on domestic
decisions. Don't be careless
signing documents. Relatives
may speak of problems.
July 23 to Aug. 221
LEO
Money disputes possible:
You're effective in speech, but
should find a creative outlet
for ideas. Don't be too set in
your opinions.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP4
Don't discourage a close
ally who wants to have fun.
perspectives.
Don't let intuition give way to SAGITI'ARIUSdaydreaming.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 2.))
(MayGEMINI21 to June 20t1h9---- 
Work responsibilities
You'll reach a decision re a compete 
with-family needs, consent. )Some suggest their own "phony names; some are
You maybe somewhat critical dreamed up by me.) Their locations are also changed in the
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
istio have not recetv-. community-minded and
-01-5 friend. -nal becorna- tsic---taterrst priverr, aad to-prateet ttrt inaatent trirvreit
the guilty.
Some published letters must be edited for clarity and
length, but I do not alter the contents.
There is no charge for a personal reply, but I am rol
obligated to answer letters unless they are accompanied by
a self-addressed, stamped envelope.





Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
A turning point career-wise.
Throw off worry about a
distant matter and use
intuition to further business
interests. Advice may be
faulty.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Not a time to seek credit or
to worry about same. Share
cultural activities with
friends. Come to a decision re
travel-school.
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C
PISCES  
A pressing worklOad could
dim your outlook. Take things
in stride. Seek ways to
consolidate your financial
strueture. Trust hunches.
YOU BORN TODAY are
ed their borne-delivered copy of 
willing to ' assume
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdar.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your work and may be drawn
"p.Imaucr.edn est7aytsup6radpaeys.rin . Cwtaoel les dgmauyausrstaonrtbe4e
advanced ideas, you like to
to music, painting, literature




Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur- Ramon Navarro; actor; and
Aaron Burr, U.S. Vice
regular business office hours work within traditional




responsibility in that capacity.
You work well with groups
and can rise to a position of
authority. Politics, teaching,
and work that involves you
with the community appeals
to you.' You have strong
artistic inclinations and are
often found in htiginesses
allied with the arts. You like to
inject a touch of beauty into
President.
Boy Who Drank Too Much," is
slated by CBS for Feb. 6 at 9
p.m. The department has
asked local comprehensive
care centers to notify schools
and community groups about
the program. *
Bill Kelsey, a prevention
coordinator with the depar-
tment's alcohol and drug
branch, sees the show as an
opportunity to focus on a
problem he feels the public
may not know much about.
--Teenage alcoholism may'
not be as publicized as
alcoholism in older • age
groups," he said. "We feel it is
a problem that needs to be
looked at and talked about."
Whilp  ctsitiOics  _for teenage
alcoholism in Kentucky are
not readily available, national
data suggest there are 3.3
million teenage problem
drinkers in the country,
Kelsey said.
Kelsey said the sponsor for
the CBS special. Xerox Corp.,
has arranged for a four-page
viewer's guide to be
distributed to approximately
100,000 schools and civie
groups throughout the
country. The guide is designed
to promote family discussion
on alcoholism and relater!
topics, including support o!
the alcoholic, friendship and
Other issues, Kelsey' said.
He stated every school am
some community groups ii
Kentucky will receive Hu
guide.
Kelsey said he hopes more
open discussion of teenage
alcoholism will encourage
teens with drinking problems
and their parents to seek help
through comprehensive care
centers or other local
resources in their community.
Dean. Ably
By Abigail Van Buren
Stamp Out
Your Woes
DEAR ABBY: From time to time I read complaints from
readers insisting that you didn't answer their letter, even
though they sent self-addressed, stamped envelopes.
Well, I have written to you yarveral times, and I have
always received a prompt, persenallind very helpful reply.,
Our newspaper seldom prints your address, so I write in,
care of the newspaper-.
Doesn't- it ever occur to People that once in a while the
mailman goofs up? Many times honest neighbors will bring
us our mail which had been placed in their box by mistake!
Abby. please print your address. I'm sure your readers
would appreciate it.
BELIEVES IN YOL IN PA




BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 90212
Now, for some ground rules:
Unlike "Letters to the Editor," you need not sign your
name in order to have a letter answered in my column. But
because I receive thousands of letters each week, the
chances of being answered in the column are small.
However, every letter accompanied by • self-addressed,
iitainped envelope receives a personal reply. II do not send
form letters!)
Every letter is held in strictest confidence. Those sent in
care of the newspaper are forwarded to me, unopened.
I never disclose the writer's name or location without his
ABBY
DEAR ABBY: A recent column regarding the son who
didn't want his father to visit him because he considered it
an invasion of his privacy, struck home with us. We have a'
sander situation in that our married son, who lives in
another city, doesn't want his mother to visit him for the
same reason.
Three years ago my wife wrote to our son saying she
would like to visit him and his wife. His response was out of
this world! He told her in no uncertain terms that she could
visit tfiem only when it was convenient for him. The tone of •
his letter caused considerable anguish, and my wife was in
tears for several days.
My wife has written him aeveral times, asking when it
would be convenient for her to visit, but he keeps putting
her off with one excuse after another. Surely in three years
there should have been one week for her to visit!
Our lean, has no uselor,ana....an.1-atna..ntit...01.-bia-4440y.,...-
however, I feel very sorry for my wife.
Personally, I don't care if I never see the selfish guy again.
but his mother is hurting.
What should I do?
CONCERNED IN CALIF
DEAR CONCERNED: Encourage your wife to get some
professional counseling. She needs to learn how to handle
the obvious rejection she is getting from her son. I suspect
that there is another side to this sad story.'
DEAR ABBY: Re: Throwing birdseed instead of rice. Ex
perience shows that the birds will eat the rice as
wholeheartedly.
You "mustard seed" this one coming!
• ASSISTANT PASTOR: NORWOLK, CON N.
Getting married?1Vbether you want a....lornial cherch
weird's-if ir doiiiiir-owei-Ching ceremony, get -
Abby's new booklet, "Hoy to Have • Lovely Wedding "
Send $1 and • long, stamped 128 cents) self add d
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OPEN SHOP IllTHE aliselciEneoil FOR MORE PROPTABLE REPS
As of February 5, 1980. I Bill
Nance.. will no longer be




The Depor of Rosh
Decisions - 759-4444.
Children's Story - 759-
,1445.
Bridal Fair, Feb. 24th
at Holiday Inn. Come










3. Card of Thanks
We wish to express our deepest
appreciation to those who kind-
ly donated items and money
during our recent loss of our
home and contents
Mr & Mrs Paul Burkeen
6, Help Wanti-d-
Wanted immediately RN or
LPN for 11 to 7 shift excellent
salary with shift differentials
Insure plan with PCS drug
card, vacations, and holidays
Care Inn. 4th & Indiana
Mayfield 247-0200
6. Help Wanted
Do you run out of money before
you run out of month? Turn the
tables with extra income from
interesting part-time work
Local Amway distributor trains
you for splendid opportunity
Phone 753-0940
1
Baby sitter needed for 8
week old baby.
Reference required, in
your home, live in town,
prefer older person. Need-
ed to start the first of
March, five days per





position paying $4 00 to $4 50
per hour Will work substitute
or as additional help for any







a rapid retail store ex-















ment for those eager
to get ahead. Related
sales or service ex-
perience is preferred.
To arrange a personal
interview, phone 753-
0595 and ask for Mr.
Hagedorn. All infor-





Emerson Electric Co. has on immediate open-
ing for Production Supervisory Personnel with
experience in machining and-or assembly
operation. This is a growing manufacturing
concern located in a small town, near Ken-
tucky Lake, offers excellent benefits and





Paris, TN 38242 Equal Opportunity Employer
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
SUBJECT: City of Murray application for
assistance from the United States Department of
Transportation.
1:11otfee liertby given tturt a-ptitstftitearinewttt-
be held by the City of Murray in the City Council
Chambers at City Hall, Murray, Kentucky, at 7:00
p.m., on February 13, 1980, for the purpose of con-
sidering a project for which financial assistance is
being sought from the United States'Department of
Transportation, pursuant to the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964, as amended, generally
described as follows:
A. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATING PROJECT:
Operation of transit system, drivers, fuel, insurance
and maintenance for the first year of operation.
Estimated cost of $24,706.
B. DESCRIPTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE PRO-
JECT:
Administrative management of Murray Transit
System including: Manager/Dispatcher's time, and
promotional expenditures. Estimated cost of $9,250.
C. RELOCATION:
No persons, families or businesses will be displaced
by this project.
D. ENVIRONMENT:
The proposed project will not have a significant en-
vironmental impact upon the urban area.
E. COMPREHENSP/E PLANNING:
This project is in comforrnance with comprehensive
land use and transportation planning in this area.
F. ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED:
This project will take into consideration the special
needs of the elderly and physically handicapped
persons.
2. At the hearing, the City of Murray will afford an
opportunity for interested persons or agencies to be
heard with respect to the social, economic, and en-
vironmental aspects of the project. Interested per-
sons may submit orally or in writing, evidence and
recommendations with respect to said project.
3. A copy of the application for a federal grant for
the proposed project, together with an environmen-
tal analysis, will be made available for public in-
spection in the Mayor's Office at City Hall, Murray,
Kentucky,- -Prior -AO- ie. atiarni5finet.:49_- the UMW--
States Department of Transportation.
Melvin B. Henley
Mayor
5. Lost and Found
-
Found black puppy with brown
feet corner of 16th and Wisell
753-4587 or 753-9074
11.191nITo Buy
Scrap gold Old ring moun-
tings, antique gold watches
dental gold, etc we pay cash
For sale pre-owned lewelry
Rogers Jewelers The Quality
Diamond Store or Paris, IN
Northside Court Square Phone
(901) 642-5551
Wanted to buy Used mobile
homes. 10', 12', and 14 wide
Call 527-8322
15-.r-Aides for Sale
For sale dishwKt,rr. 14 ft
boat and trailer. 2 dressers.
one bed, one rocker, 2 log
chairs 436 2744
- - - - - -
16. Home furnishings 
For sale Grandfather clock,
sofa, lounge chair, shop
vacuum, pole lamp. Sears lawn
mower 753-7144
Portable Hoover washer and
dryer in good condition, $175
Phone 753-1919 ask for Deb-
bie or 436-2742 after 6 pm
Sleeper sofa, gold color, good
condition. Phone 753-5295.
Wurlitzer studio piano, like
new. 2 years old $1250 Two
black simulated leather
wingback chairs. $40 and $60.
good condition Call 753-4827
19. Farm Equipment 
FEKCEMITENIII8
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,
and steel post, gates,
-Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for struc-
tural use.




Hwy 60W Paducah, Ky
Ferguson 30 tractor good con-
dition, with plow, disc,
cultivator, blade bushhog, and
tobacco setter, $2500. Phone
753-3571 days 753-2515
nights.
165 Massey Ferguson diesel.
1400 hours, excellent condi-
tion 753.9507-
20 Sports Equipment
Boy's Spider bike tor sale, $30.




condition Worth $600, will




Firewood. 18 inch. 24 inch
Oak ao9Jii4ort $2.5:29,10
Fancy natural honey $4.60 qt
Call 489-2327.
Firewood, seasoned any
length, delivered $25 per rick
Boyer Tree Service. 753-8536
Firewood for sale. $25 rick
delivered, 18 or 24 inches, Oak
and Hickory. 489-2327.
Ladies half and fourth carat
diamond cluster rings for sale
345-2664  
2LTV-Radio
Stereo components in exCellent
condition, smaller Advent
speakers, Pioneer turn table,
Nikko STA 6060 receiver. $500
759-1718
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25- color t v Warranted
Clayton's - I & B Music. 753-
7575 
27. Mobile Home Sales
Extra, nice 197_1 tlinco_mpbile
home, 12x60, 2 bedrooms,
large living room with
fireplace, recently remodeled
354-8021.
For sale: 10x50 New Moon
mobile home, fully carpeted,
completely furnished, also air
conditioner, large hot water
heater, and washing machine.
Extra nice. 492-8523.
House trailer for rent. Come by
1414 Vine. No phone calls.
1971 Howard Johnson. 12x64
two bedroom. Nice. Call 753-
6919.
28. Mob. Home Rents
Small attractive -2 bedroom
mobile home in Murray. ideal
for single girl. $110 deposit,
$110 per month. 753-9819.
'You're not the Chrysler Corporation, Mac.
28. Mob. Home Rents 43. Real Estate -
12x60 Two bedroom, furnish-
ed. electric heat one fourth
mile west of Almo Heights.
$134 per month plus deposit
Call 753-4661 
29. Heating-Iing 
Older gas space heater. 48 000
BTU, works perfect, very
economical $75 753-5954
30-. Business Rental
Attention Contractors! For rent
office . space . with storage,
building 30x90, can rent all or
part, natural gas heat and free
water. One mile from city. Call
753-2486 after 530 pm 
32. Apts. For Rent 
For rent. Four room apartment,
unfurnished, fireplace, electric
heat, near downtown Call after
2 pm. 753-4645.
Furnished one bedroom aPart-
ment. Zimmerman Apartments.
South lath, 753-6609
For rent Furnished apartment
at New Concord $80 per mon-
th Cali 436-2427
Single girl wishes to find a
responsible single girl to share
rent of attractive 2 bedroom
apartment References re-
quired. No pets. Call 753-9829.
Two bedroom apartment. Mar-
ried couple only, stove and
refrigerator furnished.
carpeted, central gas and air.
Deposit and references re-






2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
Two bedroom furnished apart-
ment. Call 753-8731 after 4
Pm. 
33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent, one
block from University. all
utilties included. $70 per mon-
th. Call 753-0430-or 753-8131.







Only $27,000 for a completely
remodeled and redecorated
home in the -city "New robf,
new _baseboard heating system
plus an economical wood burn-
ing stove: You'll be pleased
when you see this one Call





Southside Cour! S..;, -..re
Wormy, Kontocky
753-4451
Look us over before you look
around ..When you're ready to
buy a home, you need a lot of
questions answered. Like what
kind of financing is best?
Where are the schools? Shopp-
ing Centers? What about the
paperwork that's usually involv-
ed? Get the jump on these and
other questions by calling Cen-
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
at 753-1492. We have just this
kind of information that Makes






PP; •/901i170 2986 or 479-3713
Son;m6,,iton Tem
Were sold on your house
before we sell it.. Our theory is
simple. We take the time to
know your house, price it cor-
rectly. and discover its distinc-
tive features Because were
sold on it, it s much easier to
find the right buyers and close
the sale. Then we even save you
time after the sale by helping
with time-consuming paper-
work. It's all a matter of spen-
ding, our time wisely so it
doesn't waste yours. This is lust
another reason you should call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
-Realtors' --todar-et--753.= 492-.-






Ideal for storing house full of
furniture, cars, antiques,
business overflows, etc.
Phoae 753-7618 after 5:00
pm
37. Livestock-Supplies
Excellent Lespedeza - Red
Clover mixed hay. $1.75 per
bale. Want to buy good used
welded wire hog panels. Call
435-4274.
_
Fifteen Cross-bred pigs. about
.40 lbs.. $350. Call 436-2280
38. Pets-Supplies 
Basic and Advanced dog obe-
dience classes and private in-
structions. Also tracking and
protection training. All breeds




Price reduced and you take the
savings! Extra nice 3 bedroom.
2 bath brick home in
Gatesborough, central heat and
:41itAntind n.liatt,.2 .
-with eitintrefe driveway, in Of
limits. Priced in the $50's. Call













With The Friendly Touch'.
COUNTRY ESTATE
New colonial home on
12 acres, so many lux-
uries, so much
spaciousness, 11
rooms, 3 baths full
finished basement, 2
fireplaces, owner will






commercial lot on 641
N. in city with city
water. 172 ft. frontage
over one acre in size.
Good investment. Call
753-8080 for more in-
formation.
753-808Q
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service., because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself In a word its called ad-
lustment Moving from home to
home -and neighborhood to
nieghbor hood.
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere.. The schools, parks.
shopping facilities. Now for the
ingenious part .VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another ci-
ty. then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood. Sound
familiar? It's the same thing
we do for you someplace else.
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor-






80x200 lot. Now rented
for $705.00 • per month
and has more rental
space available. Buy
this and get a good






veneer house on '2













NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
Per 111••p4S•1 • Yew Ca, plIne....• 713.3443 ..• 4., is •••••e• Mow, P•Ilk
S•r•k•
Join with one of the Nations largest retailers in a
business of your own. We are looking for an in-
dividual to own and operate a retail tire, appliance
and catalog order center in Murray, Ky. Business is
established with good base to build from.
Reasonable investment. Interested parties reply to







New Pianos from $888.00
New Organs from $888.00
Yamaha pianos and Organs also
Woriitzer pianos. We also sell sheet
music and books.
See Chuck and Virgina Whitby
Family Music Center
2927 Lane Oak Rood
. Paducah, Ky
.51.4-5544
Located 1 mils south of 124 on Lone Oak Rd. (Hwy.
45) hi the VNIngo.Conter.
43. Real Estate
Small investment with great
-dotential Older home on ap-
proximately 1 acre served by
t), water and city gas. ideal
tor the handyman • at only
$10.000 Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.






District. 3 Bedroom, 2
bath brick home with
fireplace, located on
Ford Rd. Can sell
house and S312 acres
or house and 10 acres!
Financing available to
qualified buyer or will
consider trade for
house in city. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-




3 bedroom brick home




situated on lovely tree-
shaded lot plus extra
lot with garden spot,




this for an attractive
price of $46,500. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222, for full time Real
Estate Service.
45. Farms For Sale
34 acre farm for sale. 20 acres
tillable. Has tobacco base, lots
of highway frontage, located on
Tolo Road in Graves County.
Call 1-247-3361 or 1-247-
4635. 
4.6. Homes For Sale
For sale: 3 bedroom duplex
with central heat and air with
heat pump, air electric ap-
pliances. refrigerator, stove.
dishwasher, garbage disposal,
and drapes. Call 753-7947.
House for sale by owner. 106 S
13th St. Call 753-0305. 
47. Motorcycles
For sale: 1976 125 Yamaha dirt
bike. Excellent runningtondi-
tion with many new parts in
motor Call 753-3269. 
48. Auto. Services




















1967 Chevelle Super Sport, lots
of extras. asking $1300. Call
753-6802 or 753-3557.
For sale- Extra nice 1972 Gran-
ville Pontiac with all extras, in-
cluding tape player. Phone
492-8523.
1971 Lincoln Continental Mark
III. Loaded with equipment.
new tires. in .good condition.
Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm.
1975 Oldsslation. wagon, Vista
Cruiser, tilt, Cruise, moon roof,
9 passenger, excellent condi-
tion. $2400. Call 753-1463
after 7 pm or 8-5 759-1700.
1978 Pontiac Sunbird. 12,000
actual mile's, automatic. air. 8-
track tape. dark green with tan
vinyl top and interior, wire
wheel covers. Call 753-8847
after 5 pm,
1912 Volkswagen Super Beetle.
-6empletely- rebuilt --
motor. body excellent. 753-
9507.
50. Used Trucks
.1916 4-wheel drive Blazer K5
two-tone. AM-FM 8-track, sharp
wheels and tires Will take best
offer. 759-4844 
52. Boats and Motors
1976 Pro Craft bass boat 85
hp Evinrude motor fully equip-
ped, $3.000 Call 1-247-5953
Mayfield 
53. Services Offered
AA-1 AU. TYPES home remodel-
ing and. maintenance
References. Guaranteed work
.Free estimates. Call 753-8948
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
ConSete and block work. Block
garagaS.• basements. driveways
walks, patios. steps. free
estimates. 7k3-5476. 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old knew. quality
work. Call 753-0565\ 
Carpet cleaning, at Asonable
rates. proept and efficiet ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 4439-
2174.
53. Senates °Hoed 
Carpentery Quality workman
ship New or repair
Bucy 492-8120
licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation heating instanatio
and repairs Call 753 7203
Mobile home anchors and
underpinning aluminum or
fiberglass. Also patio awnini,
and carports single or double
Jack Glover 753-1873 after 6
Pm
--- -
Ornamental and wrought iron
posts and railings Patio and
lawn furniture Call 0 T Stalls
for free estimates.. 7535425
after 3 pm .
Tree trimming and removing
Also light hauling Free
estimates 753-5476
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do trackhoe work Cali-
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
753-6763
Carpet cleaning, free "WW pairs and remodeling around 
do plumbing and heating
estimates, satisfied references' thA home Call 753-2211 orVibra-Vac steam or dry clean- „3 00
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning. ''
753-5827.
Guttering by _Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your 'specifications: Catt Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Insulation blown in by .Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 153-
2310. for free estimates.
Income tax service. We search
for every legal deduction and
credit due. John Pasco. 1653
Calloway Avenue. open from 9
am til '5 pm. Call 753-5791.
Available for specialy-apioint-
ments.
K & B Construction, aluminum.
vinyl, and steele siding.
Remodeling, room additions,












Small or Big tobt
7S3-8021
Wet basement We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.;
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026.
Will trade carpentry, plumbing,
and odd lobs for merchandise
or cash. Free' estimates Cali
759-1799 
55. Feed And-Seed
Timothy hay and Fescue hay for
sale. Call 'atter 5 pm. 753-
7787. ,
Timothy and Fescue hay for
sale. 759-1330 
56. Free Column
One year old female cat. has
been spade. Call 753-7438.
I Hest window cleaning. no job boo large or small,reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176day or night.
•
1976 Vega stationwagon. ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
7853.
5Q. Used Trucks 
19F1-etievy pickup truck with
topper, 63.000 actual miles.
435-4311.
1970 F-250 Ford pickup truck
$600 Call 753-4652 between
8 and 4 30
1973 International Travelall
truck, model 1010, 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission, air •
--cortelftTooici. - -radio-. - -
power. clean. Anxious to sell.
$1195. Call 753-8050 or 753-
6500.
Country Estate!
Here's an older style home on a 2.7 acre lot that lets
you enjoy the surrounding scenic country side and r
it's only 5 miles from town, has storm windows and
-doors, a lixoplace, and-a new fieat- prainp- The, AL-..
chen has been refinished with new cabinets and
there's carpet thru out. Asking $43,000.00 and in
move-in condition.
Residential or Commercial!
This brick, to story home, located on the corner of
N. 4th and Olive is ideal for one wanting to live near
the downtown area or ideal for a professional office
building. It features a living room with fireplace,
dining room, kitchen and sun room or sewing room
on the lint* floor and. four ..bedrooms. Aunt
fireplace), and another sun room and a large
detached garage suitable for a shop.
Only $39,900.00
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
641 North across from Boston Tea Party
Phone 7..53-7411 Around the Clock •
•
OR CALL
IFINTEE 1S3-192I INNITALENT Istene
LSI ANN PINLPIT 1534843
If
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Claim Made By FBI Investigation Source
Ninth Congressman Involved
WASHINGTON (AP) - A source
close to the FBI's 14-month in-
vestigation of political corruption says
a ninth member of Congress may be
involved in the case.
But this source, who asked not to be
named, said that at this time the ninth
-member does not appear to be the
subject of further scrutiny, unlike the
seven House members and one senator
whose names became public over the
weekend. They remain subject to
possible grand jury action.
Meantime, House ethics committee
Saudi Arabia May Cut
Prices Or Up Output
NEW YORK t AP) - Saudi Arabia,
producer of nearly one-third of OPEC's
oil, reportedly may cut prices or' in-
crease its output to slow a price spiral it
started with a $2-a-barrel increase last
week.
The report in the Middle East
Economic Survey came Monday as
Nigeria, Algeria and Indonesia, sup-
pliers of 11 percent of U.S. oil needs,
raised crude oil prices by up to $4.21 per
42-gallon barrel:
The moves brought to nine the
Ortanization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries members following last
week's Saudi increase, which was tilled
as a move to stabilize conditions in the
13-nation cartel.
A barrel of Algerian crude oil, now
OPEC's most expensive grade, went to
$37.21 from $33 in early January and
$26.27 in November. Nigerian oil rose
from $30 to $34.21 a barrel, and
Indonesian oil climbed $2 to $29.56.
Other nations' off rose by$2 to $2:58 a
barrel, to $28 to $31.
The economic survey said in Nicosia,
Cyprus, that Saudi Arabia was "ex-
tremely disturbed and disappointed"
by the increases, which when added to
the Saudis' action could add 2.5 to 3
'cents a gallon to U.S. retail gasoline
and heating oil prices.
-The influential newsletter, quoting an
unidentified Saudi source, said some
OPEC members have slown that their
only target is to push the price of oil
upwards regardless of any harmful
consequences."
The source also was quoted as saying,
"Saudi Arabia'inight either reduce its
price," which at $26 a barrel is the
lowest in the cartel, "or considerably
increase the level of production over
and above the current level" of 9.5
million barrels a day.
"Politics would dictate (the 3audis)
not starving the world at a time when
Russian tanks are threatening the-
Middle East oilfields," said Theodore
R. Eck, chief economist of Standard Oil
Co. ( Indiana):
"If Saudi Arabia continues above 9
milli  da esti is thatonbarrels a y, my gu
effect additional increases," Eck said.
It will be very difficult for OPEC to 
Mi 
A f h
The Saudis have been priceincrease 44
"dove?" at OPEC meetings, trying-to
economic shocks that could plunge the Claim 1979 Massacrehold the line to prevent severeindustrialized world into a deep
recession. Much of the Saudi's oil
wealth has been reinvested in US. and
Western European industry, real estate
and securities.
Iranian President To Do
Away With Corruption
By The Associated Press
Abolhassan Bani Sadr, sworn in as
Iran's first president by Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, pledged to do away
with corruption but made no mention of
the U.S. hostages who began their 94th
day of captivity today.
Bani Sadr took the oath of office
Monday in a televised ceremony at the
Tehran hospital where the 79-year-old
Khomeini is recuperating from a heart
attack.
He said he would work-to rid Iran ci
hundreds of years of corruption
resulting from successive monarchial
regimes. The last one, headed by Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, was ousted
by Khomeini's revolution a year ago.
"We are facing great difficulties, but
I am sure that we will overcome them
thanks to the powerful will of our
nation," the 46-year-old president said.
Bani Sadr officially became
president when Khomeini handed him
the presidential decree. He is expected
to choose a cabinet after parliamentary
elections in about a month.
Beni Sades opponents in the ruling
Revolutionary Council did not want him
sworn in until after the elections, but
his installation by Khomeini showed he
had more clout than they did.
"I ask Mr. Bani Sadr to remain
humble . arid his morality; not be
changed by serving as president," said
Khomeini, Iran's Shiite Moslem
patriarch. "I pray to God to protect All
of us from tending towards the East or
the West."
Khomeini said he would endorse and
support Beni Sack as long as he follows
the sacred principles of Islam, abides
by the constitution and helps the poor
and the oppressed.
The presidential term is four years,
but the new Islamic constitution con-
fers supreme power for life on
Khomeini, and he can dismiss the
president any time he wants to. Bari
Sadr was ousted as foreign minister two
months ago for taking too moderate an
approach to the hostage crisis.
Over the weekend he indicated that
the US. government must help Iran get
the shah back for trial before the ap-
proximately 50 hostages, seized at the
U.S. Embassy Nov. 4, are freed.
Khomeini's regime, meanwhile,
agreed to U.N. Seeretary-General Kurt
Waldheim's plan to set up an in-
ternational commission to investigate
its charges against the shah.
Waldheim's idea was for the hostages
to be turned over to a third party,
possibly the Red Cross, when the
commission is set up.
U.N. spokesman Rudolf Stadjuhr told
re porters in New York that "anything
representing movement is welcome."
But he said the Americans want the
hostages freed when the commission
begins meeting, while the Iranians
want to hold the hostages until after the
commission makes its report.
CORRECTION
The Settle-Workman ad which ran
in Monday's Murray Ledger &




We are sorry for
any inconvenience.
1912 Chevrolet Impala
Approximately 58,000 miles, four door, red with
black interior, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, automatic transmission, one owner
local, extra nice.
ONLY11200°'
Keep That Great GM Feeling




641 South 1' ' 753-2617
awilw *Ow mew 'Nam Adam 
1.._ maw
f
By The Associated Press
Refugees from Afghanistan report
Afghan troops led by Soviet advisers
massacred more than 1,000 men last
year in a village accused of
:collaborating with the -Moslem
guerrillas. But the kremlin denied the
report, calling it: "monstrous misin-
formation."
The refugees' report was relayed by
Edward , Girardet of the Christian -
Science Monitor, writing froth 'the
Raghnai Pass on the border between
Afghanistan and Pakistan. He gave this,
account in his copyrighted dispatch:
About 200 Afghan soldiers led by 20
Soviet advisers entered the village of
Kerala, in eastern Afghanistan about 40
miles from the Pakistani border, last
April 20.
"They-forced all the men tome up in
crouching positions in the field just
outside the town and then opened up
with their machine guns from behind,"
said Abdul Latif, a traffic pciliceman
wlio said he was among the survivors
The order to fire dame from a "dark-
blond, green-eyed Russian soldier who
wore an Afghan uniform withoutin-
signia."
Within minutes a bulldozer was put
into action, plowing the bodies Under in
the field while the wives and children' of
the men watched and wailed. Some of
the victims apparently were still alive
and moving.
"Then they spread out throught the
town gunning down all-the remaining
men they could find."
Girardet said about 400 families from
the village fled to Pakistan, where
more than 500,000 Afghans have found
refuge since Afghan communists took
over the-government in Kabul nearly 22
months ago and a Moslem guerrilla
rebellion broke out in the countryside.
"Overall corroboration ' of






father of, Mrs. Jimmy (Mary
Ann) Wilson of Murray, died
Monday at the Bowling Green-
Warren County Hospital,
Bowling Green.
He was 74 years of age and a
resident of Russellville Route
5.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Alice Wilkins; ode
daughter, Mrs. Wilson,
Murray; one son, James
(Buddy ) , Wilkins,
Russellville; one grand-
daughter, Jama.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Wilkins Funeral
Home, Russellville, with the
Rev. David Hale and the Rev.
W. D. Burchett officiating.
Burial Will follow in the Maple
Grove Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
'Who's In Charge' Is
UCM Luncheon Topic
"Who's in Charge?" or "Do
Students ind Faculty Have .a
Significant Voice in Univer-
sity Decisions" will be the
topic of discussion at this
Wednesday's United Campus At least you know whet to_
Ministry Luncheon- -Program expect when you go to a movie.on. Feb. 6 at-12:30 p.m. in the called The PrizefighterOrdway Hall Conference
Room. 
starring Don Knolls and Tim
Conway: slapstick, funnymiles apart., confirms the Students, faculty, and other faces, pratfalls, and theof the killings - although interested persons are invited familiar shticks from two ofnumber of victims must to participate in the informal the greatsc nneie T. V.
remain an "estimate." Girardet luncheon - and discussion comedy (putting aside Knotts'reported. period. Individuals Will have ill-conceived role in Three'sIn Washington, meanwhile, State the opportunity to . express company).
Department spokesman Hodding their views .about university
Carter' said' U.S. intelligence in- governance issues as Well. as
formation indicates some 2,500 Soviet bear the views of others, a -
troops have been killed or wounded in spokesman said.
Afghanistan since the Russians sent an The United " Campus
occupation army estimated at 100,000 Ministry Luncheons are held
men into their southern neighbor last each week in the Ordway Hall
month to install a more compliant Conference Room at 12:36
government and help put down the p.m. on Wednesdays.
Moslem rebellion.
Assembly
/continued from Page 11
chell, said he agreed with the purpose
of the legislation but added that it would
prevent an acting governor from
carrying out simple duties such as
signing a proclamation or a Kentucky
Colonelcy.
The sponsor, Rep. William Weinberg,
D-Hindman, said the measure means
the governor would continue - to be
governor even if out of state.
"The thought is that just because the
governor goes to Cincinnati - in this
age of modern transportation - there's
no reaosn for the lieutenant governor to
take over and call a special session or
wbatever." Weinberg Said
He was referring to former U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall's call for a special
session of the legislature in late 1978,
when former Gov. Julian Carroll was
away. ,
DefalaLse said the measure is un-
constitutional, but Weinberg said that
would be a matter for the courts to
decide.
Kennedy Want_s. Carter
Out On Campaign Trail
CONCORD,. N.H. (AP) - Hampshire did.' -
Sen. Edward' M___-Kennedy is While Democrats debated
stilEtrying to goad President their debateless campaign, a
Carter out of the White House crowd of Republicans courted
and into the campaign, but New Hampshire • voters,
Vice President Walter F. chorusing criticism of the
Mondale contends the voters administration.
want-him-- tri 'Washington and Former California Gov.
at work. • Ronald Reagan was staging a
Kennedy tried a couple of nine-town campaign swing
new ploys Monday. today - the eve of his 69th
, First, he accepted in-- birthday. At a Monday night
vitations to 35 debates in 22 campaign rally, a turnout of
states on the condition that perhaps 100 people sang
Carter come, too. ..,. "Happy Birthday" while
Then he waved an invitation Reagan beamed.:
to the :,,White liduse at a He said all the discussion of
campaign • raly in Concord, his age didn't bother him a bit.
N.H., saying, "I didn't get Reagan said New Hamp-
this, but 300 citizens of New shire is "a very important
state" to him_ brit---avnia.a_
as Arkansas Republicans
selected 12 of their 19






will be provided to individuals
of the community by the
department of accounting and
finance of Murray State
University and Beta Alpha
Psi.
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Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
iteport tnrhades-5-BurrigStattorB- -
Receipts Act 563 Est 500 Harrows &
Gilt.sateady Sows Steady.
_US 1-2200-2301bs U6 50-37.00
US 2 200-240 kis . . 1136..25,-36- 75
LIS 2-3 240-250 $35.25-3620
US 2-4 260460 lbs
Sows
1,1S 1-2 270-350 lbs. 832 0043 00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. $30.00-32.00
es i-asso-soo lbs. . 02 06-34 00
4.5S 1-3 500450 lbs. . 184.00-36 00 few 36 50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 00-30 00
Boars over 300 Ilsa 26 0018 00
if-you enjoy Conway's -shtick
of dumbfounded discomfiture
while someone is doing
something outrageous to him,
you'll love one scene in
Prizefighter. Conway sits at
the dinner table trying to
ignore - insanely-grinning
senile stoman who is pushing a
stalk of celery into his ear and
stuffing an olive in his left
nostril. And Knotts get plenty
of - opportunity to work his
famous shtick into the movie:
the smug, teeth-sucking look
that conies over his face hen
he's bragging or when he's
putting the make on girls. The
climax to the bit occurs, of
course, when his face falls
when his ego is deflated.
The comedy Of both movies
is obviously oriented toward
youth. Prizefighter a pretty.
good movie for parents with .
their children. The kids will
probably like it, and the adults
will find it occasionally
amusing. At the performance
I attended, there seemed to be
a lot of families in the
audience, many of whom
applauded at the climax of the
prize fight. Fish seems
designed for a slightly older
crowd i sub-teen to teenager,
Adults unless  they are 
basketball fans, will proba bly
not enjoy it.
Both movies are rated PG.
The fights in Prizefighter are
not very graphic, but they
might bother some very young
children, There is no violence




The Southside Restaurant ad
which ran in Monday's Murray
Ledger & Times was incorrect.
They are open 7 days a week.
We are sorry for any inconve-
nience.






Visa & Master Charge
members voted in closed session
Monday to hire a special counsel to lead
their independent inquiry into-the case.
And the Senate ethics conunittee
chairman informally asked the Justice
Department for help with that panel's
own investigation.
Department officials said they would
await a written request for aid before
responding.
Details of the possible involvement of
a ninth member could not be learned.
Declining to identify the ninth
member, the source nevertheless
emphasized that only one member of
Congress who met with FBI undercover
agents, Sen. Larry Pressler, R-S.D.,
has been clearedoby the government.
Sources have reported that Pressler
stormed out of a meeting with un-
dercover agents when it was indicated
they represented a client willing to pay
for political favors.
The source also denied that the ninth
member was among three New Jersey
congressmen who told reporters
Monday they had rejected overtures
last year similar to those made during
the FBI undercover investigation.
Those three were Reps. James Howard
William Hughes and James Florio, all
Democrats.
Howard and Hughes said they called
the FBI Monday to discuss the over-
tures. Florio said he did not do that
because he felt the FBI already' knew of
unsuccessful attempts to strike a deal
with him
In all, some 20 public officials and 10
businessmen and lawyers have been
implicate.i, sources say. Undercover
agents paid out almost $500,000 in cash,
though fewer than half the officials
actually took money, the sources say.
Some transactions were videotaped.
Besides state and local officials in
New Jersey and Pennsylvania, sources
say subjects of the FBI investigation
include Sen. Harrison A. Williams Jr.,
'
13-N.J., and Reps. John M. Murphy, 1)-
N.Y.; Frank Thompson Jr., 1)-N.J.;;
chMiael O. Myers. D-Pa.; Raymond F.
Lederer, 1)-Pa.; John W. Jenrette, 1)-
S.C.; John P. Murtha, D-Pa., and
Richard Kelly, R-Fla.
Most of them have denied any
wrongdoing.
The first formal charges arising from
the FBI investigation were filed
Monday against an Immigration and
Naturalization Service investigator in
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Alexander A. Aleumdro Jr., 29, of
Commack, N.Y., was arraigned before-
a D.S. magistrate and charged with
bribery and conspiracy. The govern-
ment said he accepted $2,000 in return
for promising to aid an 'alien gain









Paint 20 Per Cent Off
Latex Flat Wall $8.75
Quick L Easy $7.35
Prof. Latex Formal $5.40
Prepasta4tripabIe-Welpaper
$8.00 Per Double Roll
$9.00 Per Double Roll Stock Paper
4,18,17reiNtogra
Per Cent Off All Special Order Book's 
2000VBOEROKS
New Shipment Unfinished Ladder Back Chairs
Chairs $24.95 24" Bar Stools $21 .95
24" Bar Stools with Back t33.95





20 Per Cent Off
20%
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Texaco 
Wa1-Mart. .. . 36% %
Wendy's 11%B 12141A Howard Baker of Tennessee, 
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* At The Movies *
(Revl•ws Of Current Movies At Murray Th•atrits)
By KENT FORRESTER
Fish and Prize Fighter:
Youth-Oriented Comedies
I didn't know what to expect
when I went to see The Fish
that Saved Pittsburgh. From
the sound of the title, I thought
it might be a science fictior
movie. It turned out to be a tar
rarer species, a basketball
comedy. The star of the
movie, if you can believe it, is
the Doctor of Dunk, Jolius
Frying, the star of the
Philadelphia 76rs.
Fish is not exactly a comedy
in the realistic tradition. When
everyone on the Pittsburgh
team except Frying walks out,
the team holds open tryouts;
Those chosen include a hip DJ,
a fundamentalist preacher, a
black militant, an Indian, and
a forty-year-old crew-cut set-
shot specialist. This unlikely
team ends up winning them
division and then playing the
Los Angeles Lakers with
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Connie Hawkins) in the NBA
championship game.
If you like slam dunks and
disco music, you are .in for a
treat. Erring and his team-
mates slam hundreds of hoop-
rattling 'dunks, and we set.
them from every conceivable,
camera angle - and all to
dist° beat.
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